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A century ago settlement
if! Nebraska*

w m Just beginning' to flourish

One by an# communities war# appearing on the

pralrie**^ebrasks City* Unaha*
few*

m& Lincoln* to name only a

Among these early communities ware, torn# which grow

an# developed* while othera -#1*# altar
leaving littie to serve

s £m* short years

m a monument* Many towns which ■

survive# ''#!# not attain 'the goals envisioned by their found*
era# but wmifMHl relatively small agricultural settlements.
Syracuse# Nebraska, is such a community#
occurred 'in this community*a past
seldom recorded.

the events which,

heve often been told but

Yet Syracuse has a story to tell# an# its

story to a considerable arteat can be viewed-as a mirror of
other small southeastern Nebraska communities#
Syracuse# locate# in southeastern Nebraska in ote#
County# has a population today of approximately 1200 people*
It

mm recently chosen as a study center by the University

of Nebraska Community Project Committee*

Tbit project#

supported by the Carnegie Corporation of New York.# described

2
Syracuse in the foil-owing manners

Syracuse, to the casual observer, would
■appear to be the type of-town that has always
been considered the model of stability* it
is approaching its centennial year which
.means'that1its■history•can be .traced back
to the beginning ©f the,Nebraska story,ii~
self* - i f is-rather characteristic' of .small - ■ ■
towns that grow up ■with the .state, parti cu*
laxly-in rural areas, that they’exhibit: an
atmosphere of trangu-ilness and a sort of old
-lace'respeetabilitythat is at 'once nostalgic'
and a little depressing# Somewhere along the
.route-' the optimism' of beginning a new adven*'•
tore has given way to the uncertainty of
'survival.in.■■■©• culture5that.-places '
■a-:premium *;•
on bigness# Being.denied regional elgnlfi*
cance by •:«combination -of:forces'' too compli* ;■
■cited to be readily understood, such communi
ties ■seem ■to 'settle'for ;a *roleVof:minor-'
■* '
significance1with a dignity bordering on
resignation#*
- ::*’ •
■ Being' chosen as one'of 'the "four Nebraska'communities:
to serve as the basis of the project indicated’the’-sighifi*
cance attached- to the better understanding- of a community
of ’this ■sire-* :

-

If is the purpose of this study to record as accurately
as ■possible the events which have occurred in Syracuse from
early ■settlement to -the present* time*' The town of Syracuse
was chosen because 'it" would" be a •representative history*

*The Nebraska Community Education Project* The Orientation
Period. September 1* 1955~~SeDtember 1. 1956 (Lincolni
T m c B m d ^ r r l g e ; O A i ^ i t r o T f c a f k a 7 1 ? 5 7 ), p* 34.

a
it it- viewed as a .socially mature community with evidences
of permanency#^ It was mist chosen doe to personal interest
In Its past sad. future*
the alaments which comprise the history of a town art
oompISM* ■.In'this history an attempt was. mads •to- trace the
founding of -the eomunity»^te* find these- Ingredients which
combined to create this settlement m the •ffebraeba prairie*
.in m cm pfishing this it became lepertsnt to trace -the land
laws which-applied/to the setiling of Syracuse and toiliusirate:the- signifim nm of the -railroad- in■its -.history*

The

railroad at first appeared to bo'the stabilising■influence
in Syraeu$ef but gradually the.agricultural-potential of■the
area was realized to be. even’more important to community
life*

As the town developed its churches., schools# and'

other social institution* became m i I established and shed
a great influence on the area*

Community problems arose

which ■the citirens- had to solve-if Syracuse was to be--■
maintained*

Important also were the events such as pell*

ileal movements, war* and depression ..which may -have occurred
outside, of Syracuse, but .greatly affected the--community! s
life#

^tetter fro® «k» Calvin f. Hager»Associate Coordinator
of the Project, SSareh 6, 19S8.

Writing the history of a community covering a period
of -approximately on# hundred -years # naturally excludes'm m

happenings which other stories peaalMy would «pttft*lxe«
It also should ho recognised that this study was not attempted
in order to 'compare Syracuse with other eimsmoeltlet or to
make a sociological.stt^y*
Syracuse had its origin a four years after, the passageof the tCafiaoooHooraoie* Act,

the southeastern area of

Nebraska* the area In which Syracuse area to he;located *

w m the heat

known .portion of the newly organised territory*

end the section to'which the first settlers came*

they

were attracted to- southeastern Nebraska not only because
It was the most accessible teflon hut also due to Its rich
agricultural potential coupled with the beauty of the
countryside#'

Commenting upon this- section# Bayard Taylor,

Journalist and author of ^idomie. remarked# **The country
is one of the most beautiful i wet- looked upon# but nature
has given the smoothness and finish which elsewhere came
from long cultivation**^ Another visitor pointed out that
this part of the country was w r y healthy#. Claims were
made that chills# fevers# and other miasmatic condition#

%■$. quoted In Edwin A* Curley# tfifttttiiuu
issotirees and, grawbkcfca (London* SampIonLow# Mars ton#

wef# almost entirely unknown di*# to the w#il*^ralned and
airy prairies#4

til# flapat white community in what became Otoe County,

m m old '
at the mouth mi 'fable- 1

the county in''which Syracuse was later iooaied,

’tort ’Kearney established' in- iS4b
Crook’o n 'the' Missouri Elver.

Although'the fort w a s 'aban

doned two- years later# Boulwares ‘ ferry began operation- at

'this point on theMlssouri in i8$4, and shortly thereafter#
th# town; of Nebraska City was laid out near th# site of
tli# did’feri#^ 'th# first territorial legislature'incorpor
ated Nebraska City on March 2* 18$$#*

On th# same -dot#

it was mad# th# seat of county government for Oto# County#

7

ftebr-atk# City waa chosen by Alexander Major# in
18^8

m th# sit# of the Bussell* Majors# and Waddell freight**

Inf business which had recently'received & contract 'to
move government supplies from th# Missouri Elver to Utah*

8

4
^Address"by A*E. .Sheldon at dedication of Nursery M i l
marker* quoted in § m m M i m m m l
October 31#
1930*

:6
Company*
7*.

Volpme I .(Lincoln r Journal

,

psaiMMi

18SS (men# €ltf i ISiSiiTaiid' strlci land Territorial Printers*
I H W ) * p# 341#
Alexander .Majors* Seventy Y#a: & j a lbs
Band, McNally and Company# 1893).* p

{Chicago!

The first t m te established for this porpose sxtended 250
miles from Nebraska City following the Platts River to
the now Port Kearney (located.at- the southernmost point,
of the big bend of the Platte} and was ceiled the Overland
Q
frail*' Some'fears later'it became the approximate roots
Id
of the Burlington Railroad from' Nebraska City to Lincoln* ■
In the spring of l$6dt the leading citirens of Nebraska '
City were' asked- to establish' a" shorter route*' When they
failed'to .do so# Majors hired Robert' Harvey to survey' a
more direct trail*

Harvey found a ;well beaten .path as'

far as Olathe {now Saltillo) on Salt Greek.* and from Saif
Creek a furrow was plowed due west to fort Kearney.11
This roots was seventy*five miles shorter with the ©dvan**
tages of easy grades# firm roadbed# and. a sufficient
amount of wood and water*

It was known as the Nebraska

City~Fort Kearney Cutoff*

(Refer to map, p. 24.)

the first stopping place m the road after leaving
Nebraska City was Nursery

located on the southwest

■Address by A.I* Sheldon* Ipd* 'bit■ 1^A*E* Sheldon# Nebraska* the land and the People* ~Vplum#
1 (Chicago$ lewis Publishing Company* 1931)*' p * 21S.
llJames C* Olson# History of INbfeiraski* CLincolnt University
of Nebraska Press.* 19S§1*trp r lI^.-lr,^;:,,'
::t:'
r[,lrr''1"vm,^

^Address by A*I* Sheldon# lec. cijfc*

quarter of section IT, 'township 8* rang* U * this stepping
place received a constant procession of wagons moving west
13
.
Iron Nebraska City,
Th* road beeawe vary popular and
was traveled by thousand# of iwnigranta and freighter*.

14

This Nebraska Clty-fort Kearney Cutoff was th* last and
the best of th* overland trails across Nebraska.
in 1862, th* cutoff received th* nieknan* of tha
•Staew Wagon Road* because in July of that year a wagon
propelled by «t*«o left Nebraska City for Denver.
was conducted by General J.R. Brown.

It

The wagon broke

down, however, twelve wile# out of Nebraska City and was
abandoned at the aide of the road.**

fron then on the

cutoff had a special name*
Th* trail end Nursery Hill played an important part
in th* early history of Syracuse, ae did the settlors
who lived throughout the county.
W
W
lwwwww*W«ww*wa^

The first settlers in

mliwwswwn*

*Sp j | a p M Sh&„State Q l SfibpiK.1 {Chicago« The Western

ntntwteW wmpmy* IffiHIt P# wSHu
•»*«*»• £k|£#Sk& Q t e js & m t (lincoln* University
Publishing Company, 1937), p.160.
pm

*&sh*iden,.

219.

2 IS * ia iM s e t ib * £ s s e is »

m*

.«£&**

the vicinity whore Syracuse wee later founded were Jacob
-and Brasil Thair.

Theee brother* settled near the center,

of the county on the southeast quarter of section 7, town*
ship Bn range ll.*7

(Refer to map, p. 9.)

The subject of this study was a community which developed
In the southeastern portion of Nebraska.

The territory of

Nebraska, created by the Kansas-Nebraska Act of ISM,
attracted many pioneers for it offered thee fertile toil
and sufficient water.

Otoe County, In which Syracuse wa*

later founded, received a great share of these early sat*
tiers and soon a number of communities began to develop.
It was also used as a pathway to the West, and, therefore,
trails and later railroads entered into the story.

Zn

the area where the Nebraska City-Fort Kearney Cutoff
passed and the Thair brothers settled, the history of
Syracuse unfolded.

10'
CHAPTER II
THE HISTORY OF EARLY SETTLEMENT
Th* town of Syracuse had an unusual orloin,

it was

founded lit one location and came to rest In another*

Evi

dence of this is found on early maps of Otoe County which
place Syracuse in the northwest quarter of section 11*
township 8, range 10*

This location was approximately

six miles west of the present Syracuse*

It was 'just east

and south of the present day Unadilla, Nebraska.
Salt was th* desired item which created the "first"
Syracuse, Nebraska.

A transaction by some early settlers

took place in 1857 in the belief that valuable deposits
of salt existed in the area*

Salt at this time, of course,

was an item in great demand and ownership of land on which
an entire salt marsh supposedly existed was naturally de
sired,2
The transaction which took place was quite common for
this period.

Land laws in the 1850** favored the establish

ment of towns more than the pre-emption of solitary settlers.
On May 23, 1844, Congress had passed the Townsite Act which

^Sackett C. Case, "The Early History of Syracuse,"
Ssasm ** Journal, February 8. 1878.
2Ibid.

encouraged the creation of. western towneites.

It gave

rights to town*-similar to those granted Individual.
squatters -under'the. Pre-emption. Act of 1841.®
Many'tines*; however* settlers were too inpatient for
townsites to-he established by survey- and'used "claim clubs*
to.- protect pre-survey claims. ' -The- first In Nebraska was
the "Qsaha Township Slain'Association11 in-1854,' Although
the use of.group control', to gain unsurveyed landwasnot
condoned by- federal law* the"meeting of the- first-terri
torial legislature-of Nebraska passed an act defining and
recognizing, the authority of the “claim club**4

the-

Nebraska law stated*
Two or "more persons may hold -undivided',
claims .in conjunction for the purpose of
a townaite, or for any other purpose*.
Provided that such Claims do not amount to
more than three hundred- and twenty acres-::
of -land for each person . . ,®
"In 1857, Charles F. Holly* iaCount Lambert, Elbert
Cram, William Her, a Mr* Mussel, and possibly others took
advantage* of this law
and1 united under
the name of the
■
f
• BSUZ t s M H HSX&M&S, (Princeton* ttoiversity
jJ
4James C..Olson,* MHistory
s tttB LgJ t MSSiiSMA (Lincoln* University
955), p.
p . 95.
of Nebraska Press, 19551*'
95

I*'•"Syracuse ;Tew» Company*.8 .The hsae was ehossn in' honor
of'Syracuse. Now York.which wasa §jr*atsaitinarket.

The

hop» of these gentlemen was that" one day their new Syracuse
might rival this established market.

At approximately the

same time two other town* named Saltvllle and Nezuma ware
7
treated by these men.
To meet government regulations* the townsites had to
have- inhabitants for the law continuedt
' J
a'
/
1 .'*'
»
’« • • and provided further that each
ttute* huttds*#d and twenty 'mm& shall b#
improved by having a food comfortable
dw#Jlifi# #rect«d thereon within four months
after the m * **8* tf thia aot [p*i#i«d on
March 6* Ilf5] or within four montha affair
said, claims shall hav# bean recordedf and
if prairie land at least twenty acres oodor
cultivation# on #ach aids three hundred
and twenty acres# which shall be occupied
either by cue of the jointflclaiffiant8 or by
some food eitigdfi- for him.®
the town company# therefore* built a large dwelling
on Syracuse and on# on Saltviiie.

ia^ount lanbert resided
w
in Syracuse; the company did not build on Resume.
Excitement was high over the salt springs.

Advertise*

ments telling of th# opportunities of these three new

^as#» loc. clt. Case gives 1856 as the date; the
gists for the'towns are dated 1857. Refer to Otoe County
H&gg teaia IggJl It p. 230.

7a>id.
8 S s S ie m M

UM.Ussi.aA Is a s ,

9Ca*e, loc. clt.

m

p . 159.

towns were sent last to interest settlers.

10 The excite

ment, however, was short-lived.*' in a natter of a few
years the greet Interest in salt 'died down* and when the
purpose for gaining the land was gone*.the "inhabitants*
drifted separate ways,**

Although Nesuma and Saltvllle

became names only on old records, the name of Syracuse was
not forgotten.

It was'given to a voting precinct in Octo

ber,; 1859, and reference wee made to it by the Nebraska
Citv News in notifying voters of the presidential election
la
in the year i860.
In the summer of 1861, George w. Warner was appointed
postmaster for this vicinity and the first postoffice was
located at his farm residence in Syracuse precinct,.' and
is
thus the.postofflee received the precinct*# name,
(for
location refer to map, p. 9.); The name of the Syracuse
Postoffice was lost when 8.0. Thompson took possession
of the office in 1863.

His business wee a nursery located •

at the first stopping place on the Nebraska City-Pert Kearney
Cutoff*

When Thompson moved the postoffice to this place

he called it Nursery Hill.14

12M E a S M

Thompson was a floral' expert

Kttft, October 13, 1860.

13M£asfcs B S X S m i* Auguet 21, 1861.
14a>id.

14
who told hi* products to * Hew York company for distribu
tion.*5

in addition to tho building in which th* postofflce

was housed, Nursery Hill had two or thro* stores and a mill.
Th* "old stona mill", as it was later affectionately referred
to* was built In 1868 by Boyston and Heath.*5 Behind tha
mill the water of tha Nemaha, backed up by a dam, served as
...»

an assailant fishing and swimming spot.
Nursery Hill received a constant procession of wagons
as they traveled along th# trail.

One settler.recalled

having seen one hundred wagons pass in a single morning
before eight o*clock,

Many settlers told of this steady

stream of traffic when relating the early history of the
area.

The site of Nursery mil, located approximately two

miles west of the present Syracuse# has since been officially
marked by th# county with a memorial stone.*®
Many sources relate that Syracuse was an outgrowth of

ISftceount of Stella P. Utley Leavitt, one-time resident
of hwrsery Hill, gyracjaa j m m l PjtmSKM* September if,
1930.
^Account of James iisfc, jy^gMSa SSBS££2l» April 22, 1915.

l7M s m m . i m m I issagsai* September 19, igao.
*%, Sterling Morton, .111^ 1^,ted f&glaiar
Volume 11 (Lincolns Jacob North and Company, 19061, p. 347.

I m m s l M m m m t *.***** so, 1930.

m i l # however, the observation would not appear •

entirely correct*^' Although tha pestoffice previously
called Syracuse was moved to this community* Nursery Hill

mm not a predecessor of tha present Syracuse*
'The first root for the present town of Syracuse was
planted by the establishment of a school*

In 1859* the

building which stood on Saliville was donated by its owner#
I*£* Nuckolds,‘to the- settlers in the region to. use as
e schoolhouse.

In that year*

8*0* Brownell, George, Warner*

Jf* Sollenberger# B*0* Thompson# and possibly others moved
the house by means of oxen and trucks to its new location*
The ‘location was.the southeast comer of the southeast
21
(piaster of section 16* township*#* rang# 11* " (Befer to
map* p* 9.)

Although there were no other buildings at

that location* It was logical for the settlers to move

the Nuckold1s house to section 16* because in the Kansas**
Nebraska Act of 1854* Congress had set aside sections sixteen

and thirty*#!*, In every township for the purpose of

m
establishingschools.

Tha act statedj

surveyed under .th# direction' of th# govern*
mmt of th# ttoltcd fiat##* preparatory to
bringing .th# &a$o into: market* sections
number sixteen and thirty*#!* In each town*
.ship in said Territory 'shall foe* ■and the
same ere hereby* reserved fee the purpose
of being applied to schools in.said Terri*
tory end in the State# end ferritotie# here*
after -erected -out of: the #eme#^d

The- territorial legislature had- further encouraged th#
founding of public schools when,it. provided- for the elec
tion of a county superintendent by popular vote.

Texes

of not lest- than three nor more than five mill#- were to
foe levied on all property in .the- county- by the- superintendent*
The proceed# were to foe distributed among the various dis
trict# on the basis of white children between the ages of
five and-twenty-one#^- The school -district established
on section 16# township $« range 11* was known as district
27#
In pioneer days the establishing of a school was a

’certain sign of progress end it- appears that this was the
only school building between {fabraska -City and the western

border of the county in the early I860*t»

22Ksfe£&s&a
230 1

lm.ki2M.hM him*

son, pp.# -p|t** P« 103#.

le s s , p .

*Surely,* stated

30.

Case, "its power for usefulness was not hampered for the
want of territory over which the teacher’s bell had do*
minion.*24
Settlement around .the. school gradually began.

The

land set aside for' school districts was not subject to
settlement -in'the usual manner; it- should fee noted,'however
'that" the land could fee settled* ' the Conditions to fee met
'■'for ownership were stated- in the laws
''University,' agricultural college, com
mon school or other lands which ere now
held or may hereafter fee acquired fey .the
state for educational purposes, shall not
be'sold for less than $7*"per acre, nor
less than the appraised value*
-Other land could fee.secured fey the settlers at a
lower price, for under the Pre-emption Act of 1341, land
was available for as little es SI.25 an acre; after the
passage of the Homestead Act in 1832, 160 acres o f .lend
could be obtained fey merely living on the land far five
years and paying a fee of $10,00*

Despite the higher

-price the school lands were in demand, . This was the case
because, the settler stood to gain fey improvement of the
land,

'The school land could not be sold until it would

m
bring‘at’least seven .Cellars

m acre# and if the settler

•Bad# improvements on if#- tha improvements war© to be

appraised andpaid.for by th#

purchaser when the state

land sal© was held,. -NebraskaIm indicated.the process
involved’i n ‘the sal© of these’improvementst

■Any person purchasing. lands upon which
they have mad# improvements, shall be allowed
to deduct the appraised value of improvements
from the amount bid for said land* and in
the ©vent that any person purchase land upon
which any other person has.Improvements# the
purchaser shall pay the full price of said
land to the county treasurer# and ..the county
treasurer shall pay the appraised value of
the improvements to the person owning the
same#®
School sections thus were frequently stifled and improved
27
before they were sold by the state.
In the spring of 1861 two men# James Turner and Truelove
Tanney# began Improvements on the south half of section 16.
turner began improvement on the southwest quarter and
Yanney on the southeast*

fsnney was the first to %reak

the virgin •sod# on this quarter and early in 1862 erected
the first dwelling
of block seven.

m what was later to be the west side

28

26Laws of th# Stats of Nebraska. 186? (Omaha$ A.D.
Balcombe, 1867J,p. 42,
27Case, loc. clt.

28a»id.

With a wif«! -and several children, Tenney moved into
his new home during the spring ofl862.

He worked a strip

of'land'north of his house extending'westward during'that
sumroer.Later in'the year he soldhls land claim and im
provements to'his partner, James Turner.

'The'following

spring, Tenney soldhis house to George Masters, who
.moved it four miles west of the quarter section to’use
es a residence.

Thus no building except the school

remained on the section.2®
-Th* claims on this quarter-section of land passed into
different hands several times*

dames Turner.sold his

claim to James and John Brownell.

They cold to Seymour

tj&fk
an£ to If* t o m to John Q, tortoigtu

Vito

type of transaction m m pearmiccaWe ioootilftf to statute

wht$h *#ad m follows t
..is. 4i ..si

by the

'Biw^B8aiwpi«>wB#BiW
NiB^Ci»elWBve«i w»*P»

wfwr wwPy i asB»*iipBm«sp«i mmm

Nebraska. The -owner of what is known as a
valid" Claim or improvement on the public
lands has a transferable Interest therein#
which may be sold' on execution or otherwise#
and any sale of such claim or improvement
Is a sufficient consideration to sustain
a promise.

29Ibld.
30fbld.

7ST.Lk\o,^?,k h s m > 1855, p, l&g.

20
Somalia# latm

Bmi^lgb built a m Q i d m m m

mmm. in which to lived

hlmk

It !«'totofdto 'ttoi

dm inp that tta# to. valtodtoM^## an ’tto ffotito wfetoh'l*
now fifth !ini Mohawk dittoto#

On# f##ar to field

tto

crop for tw$ftty*£iufi .cants p m toad at llstosska Gltyt hut
furthtop^ofiia woaea lost whin a cow at# the remaining

'S3
ceWlife*#
An.;#©ce«oi by tin early settler recalling these days,
.rvtotoir itot tto miw»igb^rnTB^ comihg through via the trail
V

would often steal tto products^ve§# tab lat and watermelons^*
tto settlers were trowing for-sale If* tohraska Olty*
described these men as “generally arough lot".33

He

Beside#

©owe end ""freighters* distressing the farmers, grasshoppers
at times were so thick that they at© everything but th#
prairie grass end potatoes#

.One settler even claimed that

he once with a swing of the hand grabbed twenty-two grass
hoppers.3^ ’
•life in the I8d0*e' included the movements of long
wagon trains through the area.
{
•

"Many of them' belonged to

> .•

s
-

<

.

the Mormons traveling to- their newly established colony
in 'Utah*' Indians# which had been displaced by the invading

32Case, loc, eit.
^Account by 1,8. Smoyer, ftBBMMIt

«*»? *« 1915.

white man* would often come in large groups to beg the
settlers for food*

Constant -challenges to make somethiof

out of the.prairie confronted tb®m pioneers*

lack of

cash.and extremely hi#h prices was one of the greatest
difficulties*^

fortunately# some of the settlers did

h a w the means'to pureha.se food land .and- remain

m permanent

residents*
the 'waited state land- sale finally earn# In April#
1868#

The state clearly defined,the process*
The-county clerk shall give notice # # #
not seventy days from the notice# at 10
o'clock' AM* all of the school lands will
he held to fh# highest hidden groMjipd#
that no land shall be sold for
appraised value# nor for less then seven
dollars per acre in addition to the appralsM
value of the'improvements on the land • *
l

e

s

s

t

h

a

n

lames Thorn# a settler from Minnesota# bought the southeast
iparter of section 16 from the state# and in September of
the same year he purchased the improvements on, this land
fromBurleigh*

Burleigh removed his house and

purchaser in full possession*

left the

It appears Thorn lived

m

the section only a short time for he became bounty treasurer
and moved hit possessions to Nebraska. City in ISTO* to

35Ibld,
.

^Account by H*G* Kail, Syracuse Pemoeas*.. April 29,

191b*

37iawa ft the State pf Nebraska. 1867, p»-3.

take over hie duties there*

Despite' this his ownership of

the land was vary important’to,th© true birth of:Syracuse*
The sixties:end- seventies

mm® ebaraeteriaed by extensive

railroad construction throughout the'country*

In 1870* the

Mdland. Pacific Railroad began construction from- Nebraska City
*»*»

to Lincoln* Nebraska*

In-an article appearing in the

■Stetoaskii CjLtv.towa the importanot of the railroad m e shown*
By toy 1 [1871] oars should be running
from fltbraska City to Lincoln* this route
to Sait lake City will make the time to
Salt lake from Chicago or Stj. louis twelve
hours shorter than by Omaha
land was acquired by the railroads in various ways.
way was through donation by settlers*

One

Possibly the ootnmunity

of Syracuse should have been named Thorn# for certainly this
gentleman insured its existence*

Thorn and others recognised

the possibility of establishing a town from this railroad
development through Otoe County*

thorn,* therefore# gave the

Midland Pacific Railroad one*htmdre<£ acres of land to locate
through section 16*

Surrounding land was contributed by

bCil* McCann* eighty acresf Mr* Manapenny* forty acres |
Robert Mater©* ten acres*-and-tote Bray* ten acres*

41

^^Moxton * on* ■d t ** p* R.T1*
^Albert Watkins* History of .
western Publishing C^mpany* Tvl3l*
-Tteaaito

sim

*>

Volute. III (Lincoln*

sea* J a ^ r y 2*« i®7*-

4iCese, loc. d t .

t y June* 1871* t he Midland Pacific Railroad was
pitied to

cm**

{(tofsr to map* p* 24J On ita:lino*

twenty*two' taliee west of" Nebraska- City- sod tfoljrty^fotir

milm

of Lincoln* smew station was established with

an old vOamo^Syrac^sa*- A former .settler gave the credit
to 'her ■fathom*.,V#C*- Wloy» #.#*. attaching the^precinct*s
name to. the new^fowiv..flltiey was s.-lend-agent, of the Siir**
lington and Missouri Railroad and- resided- at Nursery '11111,
Iti daughter also claimed to foe the first child* and her
mother the first woman to ride on.the train from Nebraska
City to Lincoln.44'
'
In'Syracuse the railroad lost no time making Its
Importance felt*

An article In a Nebraska City newspaper

made the significance of the railroad quite clear when
I t

s ta te d i

ft*# freight business of the Midland
Pacific Railroad opens better then anti*
cipated. While other towns op and down
the river-are standing still* Nebraska
City and Otoe County are building and
.Improving mmm than any previous.yeer*-*.
a healthy* permanent prosperity. 0

**%iehard aieghorn Overton* BwstXMmm. lest (iSsmforldfei
Harvard University Press* 1941)» p * 9*
'
as

.Account by StellaP.Utley Leavitt, j ^ S E M iSM SM l
Democrat. September 19, 1930.
^Ibld.
49M ia a k S £ 4 iz Bttfft* January 21, 1871.
1 0 8 4 7 3

m

9mm the 'first !the*road carried large amounts of produce •'
and. Syracuse 9radna.il? became .«t.<majer shipping point' for‘ 4#

-Otoe ■County*:

' •

•

:': • A FXsttsmouth paper summed up the effect’of.the

mil*

roadwhen it' -asked* "What 1* the salvation of every as$»t*?
tiotie village in tfebraafca?'•The ' t a i l * ;

.The'history of .Syracuse Involved the movement of the
name .of -Syracuse to several locations before it finally
came to'rest at the‘present site* Although the name-origin
nated through some settlers* dream of creating

0

salt

Industry* it shortly became established due to a. very
different type of -aetlvity*»that of education*- A school
was founded oh a section of 1and provided by the'territory
of Hebraafca*. the land surrounding the school attracted
additional

settlers and they in turn secured -the railroad

to run its new line through the section*

The name chosen

for the railroad station was Syracuse* and the town which
developed around the station and school became identified

46Hteten. ai M m Ma$& M mteaate* m*. « IS * p- 1232 •
*?Ov#rton, loc. clt.
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Syracuse in the early days of Nebraska was forttmate to
gain a railroad.

This means of transportation gave purpose

and meaning to the settlement*s existence*

Growth and interest

in it progressed to the point of actually laying out a town.
On September 21, 1871, surveying of the town plat began.
Joel N. Converse and James Thorn .laid It out with I.E. Sinsabaugh
assisting in driving the stakes.

On Hovember 18, the plat was

filed at the county-seat with E.f . Warren witnessing.^

(Refer

to map, p* 27 #)

Construction of buildings began.at a rapid pace.

I.E.

Sinsabaugh broke ground for his residence on block twenty*three
3
on September 22, 1871.
Dr. Colb erg built the second dwelling
on the northwest corner of Third and Midland.4

* J&fissx st£ SbSQ||a$S 2 £ , | * I S S M (Chicagoj The Western
Historical Company, 1882), p. 1231,
2 Otoe County Deed Record Book B, p, 230.

3

History of the State of Nebraska* M e . cit. This source
States the Sinsbaugh dwelling was in block 22, This appears to
be incorrect; refer to F.A. Wood and G.tl, Sroaf, Nebraska pity
C|||tv Directory (Lincoln; Journal Printing Company,
4 Wood and Sroat, £,• cit.. p. 117.
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The third building was a saloon* and C.8. iinderman constructed
a hotel which was probably located near the railroad.

Aiding

in the supplying of materials for construction was the lumber*
yard established by I.E. Sinsabaugh.5
Sinsabaugh also served as the railroad agent.

Mis office

was a railroad boxcar which at times would be moved along the
track to a more convenient position, probably serving the com*
munity with a continual source of amusement.6
Nursery Hill was naturally effected by the new town.

First,

by the loss of its importance as a stopping place on the Ovarland Trail, and secondly, as a center of trade.

In a short

time its two stores owned by (C.W.?) Ireland and Abbott, and its
postoffice were moved to Syracuse.7

Eventually Nursery Hill

faded and today only a marker signifies its former location.
lust as decline seemed to bring more decline in Nursery
Hill, growth seemed to stimulate additional growth in Syracuse.
One authority observed. "Houses sprang up by the score and
stores of all trades multiplied."®

5 Sackett C. Case. "The Early History of Syracuse,
Journal". February 8, 1878,
6 Case, loc. c i t .
* History pf the State of Nebraska, pp. cit., p. 1232.
8 Ibid.. p. 1231.

m
the population was increased when -the first child born in
Syracuse. s*t«r -the town m e laid out. came to the I.E. Sinsabaugh
family.

The son's name was William and he was horn in December.

1871.9

Increases to population, however, were more rapidly made

by the movement of settlers into the community.

These settlers

began to organise into churches and social orders'as all groups
of people eventually do.
Tragedy and disappointment also played a part In these
early days.

The picture- would be most inaccurate if It per- '

trayed only prosperity and growth.
fear.

Prairie fires were a constant

The railroad engines often threw off sparks which would

cause such fires.

One evening in the fall of 1872. when the

wind was high* this happened.

Sweeping north of town, corn

fields and haystacks burnedt the fire was not stopped until it
reached the road running north and south of Syracuse.

In its

path was the cemetery which had been donated to the settlers by
George Warner in 1865. the first burial being his sister.
Charlotte, and the second. Mrs. Swindt, a German settler.*0

9 Ibid.
*°Account by Mrs. Sarah M. Warner Dunn. Syracuse Journal
democrat. April 22. 1032. Mrs. Dunn was a sister ofGeorge
amer and Mrs. Case.

so
Hi#; iwohaetee of- land .«*»» •scorched' hy th0

'Ona aanfv

realising. the fire' was '-hot ta be stoppedf tried; to saVesofne
•of' theheadstonesyhy carrying .'them*inteyhhe 'road#- ’In-the-’
attemptyh# -broke•Several/-of them two of .thraa,

■

afeova ■

11
i.the. ground, later necessitating* hho shortening >0# -the*slabs#"
Avtornado struck the town In ISTO, and destroyed or damaged
•a'liuftdbor of'-'faaeina. and homes*

The three^year old;'<&ngrega*;

tional. ©hutch buildingwas also .-damaged •in ’..the' terrific wind#

12

;Besides neteta 1;disasters' there were the economic prob«*
lems of pioneer, life#- All products:1had to fee shipped; great
distances* adding •sgbstaniiftlly/-to: the cost#

Most of the

settlers* having very little real income* felt the difficulty
of pefOhasioi needed commodities#

Examples of\prices in

1870' were5:twenty. dollars- a month rent for a? three»reem cottage 1
sixty cents a pound for. hotter! thirty^nine. cents'for :Ciired';
ham* and- much ■more for ■sliced# ’-Ah 'this:flfee ■corn/was selling
for twenty»five eenti a Bushel I*?tihen one considers the
method of planting the corn as described by

m old settler*

the price given for each bushel takes on even more significance#

Ulbid.
12
* Account by C.B. Page, S*fceptt»» Journal Democrat.
June 23, 1933,
i3Account by A, Loekard, Syt^u.se Democrat. April 22, 1915,

The twenty-five acres of land he planted in c o m were marked out
with « sled marker while s boy dropped in .torn seed In -.the...mark*'
es they passed them. • Corn was.often: used ae fuel., .for it was ..
cheap :’and..coal .was .exceedingly scarce.i4
.Despite these problems and: shortcomings thecitlrene looked'
to .the .future .by'requesting :the Incorporation.of.the town.

The

county;Commissioners.had- prepared for this event ln 1874 when
they .appointed f.’town...board;,to serve as,.the •initial.' governmental
'Unit of .Syracuse.

The men comprising this board wera L.E. .

Sinsabaugh. V.C. Utley, J.E. Case, W.B. Stone,: and H.H. Jaaperson
Serving as town clerk watj 1. Ledoyt and; S.'c. Case was the police
Judge,*® ,
The official incorporation of Syracuse came on January 6,
187®,

The appointed town board began to transact business on

January sixteenth, and on. May .third of the ease year .the board.' :
was officially elected by the Syracuse voters to serve the com
munity.

Syracuse was now a town established under the laws of

the state, fully functioning as a local unit.*®

14a>ld.
*5Hlatorv gf the State of Nebraska, loc. pit.
^Case, joe. d.t.
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The first ordinance passed In Syracuse dealt with the ttia
and place of meeting ©#• the Board «f Trustees.

'The board was

to neet at the Mohawk Lumber Company an the second Friday of

"

each month at half past seven. ©♦eioek.” *. ...Ctedinances two
through'five'defined the'duties'of the city officers, and ord
inance .six required all liquor eetablishmentsto be licensed.*®
The seventh ordinance prohibited;
. ., . any horse*, mare*, gelden, mule,. Jack,,
Jennie, bull* cow,, ox, stag, steer, calf, swine, .'
sheep or .goat to run at large with the .corporate
limits of Syracuse.19
The town marshall was put in charge of enforcing this all in
clusive law and if accomplished it probably was done with great
difficulty.; In 1876,. a big cattle corral existed where the
Syracuse standpipe is 'today and cattle'roamed the 'hills-of the
virgin prairie as far east as the vicinity, of.Turlington*, and
undoubtedly west into the town,*®
The rulings of the new town government extended further
to provisions to license wagons and peddlers, to prohibit the
shooting of guns in the town, and, of course, to levy taxes.

* Jam Ordinances
December I. 1885. o. 2.

Syracuse. Book £, January £&, 1875

ISjbid.. p. 8.
*9ltold.
20Account by A. Loekard, loc. cit.
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Not all taxes of the now town had topaid with actual money*
to Improve roads a polltax of two days work was levied on each
able bodied roan who lived within the corporate limits of the town*'-'three dollars could be paid in lieu of th* work.2!

This

indicated something about the wage scale of the day.
The community grew not only in population'buttin' area as
well.-■On -May' 10*:1875, -the first addition was 'made to- the orig
inal plat known ao lhorn*a Addition.

Zta location".read’‘the. SEl£

of the SciS of section 15* township 8* range ll.22 Another addi
tion came'three.years later when David S. Gray. foimerly of"
Columbus, Ohio, added land to the community on April 26, 1878.
Known'' as Gray»s Addition it wee located' in the S£ of the W'4 of
section 16, township 8, range ll.23 Again, in 1879* apportion
of land, was added to the northern part of the community 'Called :
Gray,« Second Addition.2"
4
Tne population' at this- time wae estimated to be from four
to five hundred residents.28

n Is m W ^ m & m

The significance of the

M sm ts& te* Mask 1* m * £i£*» p *

jsififi. SSSSil B f t f i w IlSffliJi* P» 342.
23Otoe Countv Deed Record. Book 2, p. 839.
24Otoe County Numerical index of Deeds. Book £, -p.. 9.

^Uss § m s m . isamml. i«iy 26, ists.
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nunfeer la recorded in a statement of the press;
.Syracuse has 'nearly 'doubled' its slate
during the. pest twelve months, end no
one-aware of the things about to occur
.will doubt of our town' again doubling: it®
■sire between now and the first of.January,26
Among the things which were occurring in Syracuse were in*
creases in shipping and use of'Syracuse, .as an agricultural cen
ter,

Evidence of this activity was found on the town’s 'Streets

when the numbers of horse teams were •counted, and.'.several days
..reached::;the sura of 'forty, 'the grain end stock, dealers'were're*,
delving.-thirty, to forty load*- of these .eeawedtite®. daily,2*7.;':
•;fhe railroad- carried 'the product* out ©fSyraeuae to
Nebraska City end Lincoln,

In 1878, 350 cars of grain end 100

care of.stock were shipped from the town*2®

8y 1881, shipping

.had,increased to 646 loaded care— wheat » 54j rye'* 11; barley *
i •

*

'34; corn * 323; cattle * 94; and swine'* 130,

.*

The year-1881 -

was a comparatively poor year in Nebraska; thus, the commercial
activity that Syracuse was showing ..indicated that it was quite
a shipping point,29

3fetho Syracuse Journal..May 3, 1878,
CTSmSti£S

i m m h * « c h 1, 1878.

’2 « M b w»if«» N a |p a M „ S iM iijK ,iM § ja ^ M jl.ik ta jg t Mm.

1879-ao (Omaha; Republican Book Binding end Job Printing House,
1879), p, 222.
29BsStoX Si

si SstelSM. SB*.sii* * P* 1222.

''wf'W

Businesses wera increasing, else.

Xn 1882, «ighty-on#

different services were offered in Syracuse inducing tsuei*
30 cel instruments, sewing machines,'and s. carriage factory.
The carriage -factory, employing eight workmen, was operated
toy M.A. Barnes add'toed Been constructed in March, 1830, at
a cost e-f SSaOO,

it produced froia three to four thousand

dollars of equipment annually.3* A quarry about five wiles
from Syracuse was also' toeing developed.

Some of its'light

gray etom> was shipped toy rail to toe used in the building
3iS
of the Mebreaks penitentiary in iinsoltt.
lit 18V7, the Midland Pacific Saiiroad line was acquired
•S3
toy the Burlington and Missouri Company.
This organisation
built additions! buildings and stool yards a to handle the
growing commerce. The trade came from all the surrounding
countrywide which by now was a settled farming section.
It should-toe noted that the building of the town had
first been primarily in the toemaha bottom which runs south
of the town in proximity to the railroad track*.

As tho

town grew, however, it gradually moved upward until now its
businesses and residences wire on higher ground.
emeewtieisiawirssiwetoiwemwmwwe*#^^
30lbid.
3*Ibld.
32lbld. 33»atkine, £fi. £ii*. p. 3S2,
34toood and Brest, jyg. pit., p. 115.
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3b
■■
< Tomake this movement possible additional land was acquired*
In tbe-yetir 1893 the Fourth Mdlttotfwaa made;®^

Six years

.

later*-Gotten*e Addition was .added* while..a:•further extentlon
was made the following year.®®

The Seventh Addition'to Syracuse

waamadein 189$,37
'

The population of Syracuse grew at a steady pace*

the'oertsus'’reported ■SlGi«itl*ena lit 'the. cowmjhify.3®

In 1880*
Ten years

later there were 728* 'and in 190© the population was 861*®®
During this same period the population of the county decreased
by three thousand people and thus the continual growth of
Syracuse whs significant,^®

The .local newspaper cessnenting

350t0£ S2UBix §iM fetatt Saak J& *>. *a3.:
360to» Deed Record Book 23. p. 349

and

Otoe Countv Dead

flttHHBft H i M T p * 168. ■'.
37Otoft Countv Wumerlcal Index of Deeds. ...Towns,. Book £* '
The additions made to Syrssusesiiic# 1895 have been
impson*s addition* 1916; Eighth Addition, 1927j Ninth Addition,
19491 Tenth Addition, 1950; and Wood's Addition, 19$1, All

§

» 236*

plats are in similar record hooks- os those cited in the Register
of Peed# Office, Otoe Comity Conrthoiiet, Nebraska City, Nebraska*
(Refer to map, p* 37.)
38

4

Bureau of the Census. {Atife:SSUfiBS fi£ fli§
Population. Volume I (Washington! Government Printing Office*

* p.233
rinfing^offico,
4°a>ld.

OUTLINE MAP OF SYRACUSE, NEBRASKA— 1958
Indicating growth from original quarter-section
(From Power System Extensions Map)

m

tills trend stated:

Syracuse never had what Is facetiously
called a "boom** but she keeps on growing
and =improving with the regularity 'of ■the '\
seasons, every.year forging ahead on the
up grade* This year P.892 J several new
dwellings have been erected, a cob^pipe
factory started, and;one new fine brick '
store building added to its business die*
tricl.4*
This growth1Whs also recognised by other communities

in southeastern Nebraska*

fro® a Palmyra paper:came the

following item*
Syracuse is pushing to the front * * * *
In neat streets, fine stores and' is drawing
to her the whole trade of central Otoe* The
fact .that she: has outstripped all other
villages of the county and is fast becoming
its leading town Is a pleasure to realise
and absurd to deny.42
The incorporation and growth of Syracuse was a steady
process of development.

The railroad, which gave the settle**

sent a reason.to become a town, drew people' and'businesses
info the community*

The true stability of Syracuse was not

centered In the rail, however, but In the land.

Only as other

means of transportation and.larger trade centers developed, did
the true significance of the agricultural potential of the

Syracuse vicinity become evident*

Trade and population figures*

however, do not give a complete picture of the development of a
community.

The cultural growth of Syracuse was likewise important.

^ Syracuse Journal* Hovetnber 4, 1892*

42quoted

in gyaMMMt

Journal. Deeamb.r 2, 1892.

m
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The early pioneer* brought from the East the institu
tion* which they valued. and established them on the prairie,
in their net* communities they aet up school*, churches, and
social groups which had been significant parts of their
former life.

Although the cultural life was' probably not

a* highly developed as in the East, tho western prairie
towns soon developed * culture of their own which set the
needs of the people.
A* previously traced, the school played a major role
in the founding of Syracuse.

The land on which the town

developed wee first set aside as a school district, and its
initial building wee a house'the early pioneers had hauled
to the site in 1839 to cast the.need for an educational
center.

Thirty-one pupils were registered in that first

school of District 27.

These children ranged from five

to fifteen years of age and were drawn from an area as
far west as to the edge of the Palmyra district, which
was approximately fifteen miles.

Although thirty-one was

the potential enrollment of the school, only thirteen pupils
actually submitted their names for the roll, and the average
I
attendance was five student*.

1S m £ H l S BgBg&Sal. November 8. 1911,
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Hi# teachers in tb*3e pienacr days received approxi
mately twelve dollar* per month salary.

On* of the flwt

teachers we* ISiae ©live Johnson mho traveled fro» Val
paraiso to District 27 by ox-cort to fill the teaching
petition,. She i«t»r b«e»(#g Mra. C.G. Wilt* of ftolverslty .
PlacOf r«*o*b#rad for M l |(i M « w » contribution* to Nebraska
2
Wesleyan University,
School attendance gradually increased so that by tho
IS70*e when At*olla Andrew# was the teacher, fifty atudant*
3

were attending the school*

This incrosso in enrollment

created th* need for wore facilities.

Consequently in

1872 a new edifice was constructed at a cost of four
thousand dollars which wet the, pride of the entire co»«
■unify*

It was * !«*§* building located on the flat south

of -town (present city pari) end was on# of the finest
buildings of its type in the state,

Per « number of year*
4
it provided adequate facilities ter the school ayatem.

This building at a later date was. saved to the piece
w w w # » i t o » <nii 'n »»» o iw i«ew i*niw « »» a w

'

3Histarv
the J&hfcil '§£, Nebraska (Chicago! The Western
Ittetorfeal Cowpeny* 1882)# p. 1231.
4B>ld.

4Jt
where the community hail is now located, and was used as
a hotel$ sometime later it burned down*
■the school term' consisted of two sessional the first
began In -September and ended' in 'March, the second began in
March and continued until duly, •literary exercise* for"the
ocmesunity' were held"'at the end'of the fail session, and*
attendant# for the year was reported to the community in
July*

In' 1878, there were sixty-ai* pupils between the '

ages of five and twenty-one enrolled*

The average attendance*
, 6
however, was forty-fourj there was only one teacher*
■

’■

In November of 1875, A.E. Eathburn furthered educational
progress by bringing the first printing.press to Syracuse*
the initial product of this press was an advertising hand*
bill for the Hurd and Waldorf Hardware Store*

the first

Issue of the Sj;sfe£m Reporter appeased under the editor*
ship of Eathburn on December 11, 1875.

three years later

the Syracuse Journal was published with Albert Joyce as
its editor? the first issue was dated January 2b*

While

Recount by George Bray, ,jy,iagB§£ feMES,.! .l»£Sl,t»

July 26, 1939,

6J M § m m m im m k *

*** iw«*

^Sackett C« Case, *The Early History of Syracuse,0
Syracuse Journal., February 8, 1878.

it wee a weekly paper, there war* tines when issues were
printed eeai-weekly.®

In 1882, Reverend ©eorge S. Alexander,

« Methodist Minister, boufrt the newspaper.

Other proprietors

were hit son, Arthur, George ll« Dunn* L.R. Ostxaft, Wliitaw H.
Careen, and James and bill Keiihley.9

Zn 1885, tha Syracuse

Pallv Journal waa established, but it continued in existence
for only a abort tint.

The same year, another weakly waa

founded, The Syracuse Herald, which waa iaauad until 1948 whan
it waa absorbed by the Syracuse Democrat. -The Dawecrat which
had been started two/years earlier with fi*t# Baker as its editer, exerted considerable political influence for the Democratic
eauae until it waa consolidated on Kay if 1917, with the Repub
lican Journal to fore the Svracuaa Jougnal-Dempcrat.

Tha own-

era. Will Keithley and Melvin J, Wilkins# clalaied the new paper
would be non-partisan.

Zn 193&# two email independent papers

merged with the Jgpffril^fggsiat asking this paper widely
reed in Otoe county# these were the bougies, Nebraska, ftnterariaa and the Burr, Nebraska,
Zn the early days of Syrsouse Jeumaliaw, approximately
awwaa^aweiiwawaeiewiaw.
eaeeewwwwf

% r e » the Newspaper Pile Record. S-V. Nebraska Historical
ftwMUrty#
*1.1, Sheldon, Nebraska. The Land and the People. Volume
1 {Chicago* Lewis Publishing Company, 1931), p. las,
*®Nsw«paesr Pile Record, lot.
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two-third* of the newspaper1* materiel waa purchased on
boiler piste from an outside source.

t% contained the

standard copy on' national and state affaire.

The rssseinder

of the paper was locally' written and printed and' served as
s cotmentary on community life, .stories* essays, reviews*
advertisement#, sad news of the world certainly node the
newspaper an educational Radioes.

The editorials often

seryed as pricks to the community** consclones.
An example of «ii» was one editor** fecetioue article
on the subject of visits to the school.

He pointed out that

during the tern of 1377*73 there had been only one visit
to the school from the eounty-auparintendent» none from the
Board of Education, end only one parent had put forth the
effort to visit.

The Journalist went on to presume that

the member* of the school board were not accustomed to visit*
ing

school end, therefore, did not wish to break their

usual custom.

He also felt the parents ought to be cempli*

vented on the swgnltud* of their interest in the educational
process.

11

In 1880,ifwaa found necessary to enlarge the facilities
for public instruction and another building was constructed

2&wmk»

*h »iy

12, 1073.

on the b i l l overlooking the town (present site of school} "■■
«t'a coat of two thousand dollars.

throe departments were

,

■then set «p—•two- in-the new building end one in the old, ■
.
the upsurge in «nroli»ent during these year* probably was
due. to rapid settlement in' the farm sro* surrounding Syr#-.
euse rather than outstanding increase* in the town1# popula
tion,

Oy'l3@Slt':ftpprok'iHe't»l]r' two hundred pupils attended

&i*,trict 271 saventy-five of the** children ware in.the
primary grade* .housed In the old building.

The faculty

it this"tine consisted of William 0. Bosch, principal and •
high achool teacher{ Anna L.'Parry, leather of the inter13
mediate} end' .Carrie link of -the primary department,; Again in 1689 «or« school''room ares needed.

At the

annual meeting of the- school district held on dun* 2d, 1689,
the petrous discussed the possibility of e new school build
ing In Slock 13, Cray** Second Addition to Syracuse, on
property owned by the district.

At * specie! election oft

August 12, 1689, the voters authorised the issuance often
.
Id
thousand dollars in bond* to .provide for its construction.
the final cost exceeded -this'to a sum of' $998.

l2 t&B$2M fii S&8. fiHSft £l

the'school

J&£* £l£*

i3lbld.

^jgxisaiis S « B 8 & » m a*% It. l»it.

Uhleh hsd been built An 1880, tmn removed to th* east tide
of the property to porwit the erection of the proposed new
iHiildl'nt*. Ahr, ilAA*. of ©uslts seruad •• architect.

Construe-

tAon began An Oecswbex, and school wee first held An the
mm building m September 8, 18W.i5
the school in Syracuse added en eleventh-grad* course
to Ate curriculum in 1888, end In the. ■y«*r 1908, At offend
26
fox the first tits* a twelv«*ys»r program. '' the length of
the school yes* we* nine month* at the turn of' the century
with e 'tew day vocation et ThenkffAeAny end two week* et
Christmas for the pupils.

During the echool year the eeti*

vltie* held in the school for the student* were somewhat
hampered by their irregular attendance.

A notice An the news*

paper et the beginning of.the t o m wee en 11lustration
of ikifi "Let ell pupil* arrange, if possible, to M ^ a work
the fleet day of the t**» as At A# much easier for the teacher
17
and gives better satisfaction to all,*
Another indication
of the problem we* An the enrollment statistic*,

in the

school year 1899-1900, the school enrollment An Syracuse
jumped to 333 students— Ibl hoy* end 182 girl*.

****** a book of Minute* of District 27. no date, property
of the Syracuse Public School.
A%»eord compiled by P.A. Spiey An Juns, 1948, located
at the Syracuse Public School.

17Is*gasa jjgaafisal* august as, 1896.
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Of these the average daily attendance for beys was 113 ami
18
gtolt 130.
in the school yeas 1900-1901, however, the
enrollment dropped to 330 student*,

the explanation given

fey thie wee the Fare* Attendance High School lew being declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, thus compelling non
resident student* to .pay tuition.*9

It eeene evident with

this variation in student attendance that the school Bust
have bed great difficulty in planning lie program.
By 1923, increased enrollment end the need for sn ex
pended curriculum made it necessary for this district to
build an etut** to the main building*

fhle housed the Junior

High School— • type of division which wee becoming quite
popular at that time.

The expanded curriculum included a

health program, music, noma! training, and an extended
commercial course.^0
Another cowunity activity related vary closely to the
schools of Syracuse was the library.

A* early as 1878* the

Syracuse Journal proposed the establishment of a library
and in support of this measure suggested It would be a mean*
of getting •idlers* off the street* to use their time In

l ®SX£a£tiS£ H6&SSS&* <*»«* *»
l9 § m m m I BOSS££l. September 6, 1980.
aoMlnutes of the Regular Meeting of the School Board*
October 18, 1924.
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"intellectual r e c r e a t i o n * W h i l e s.reeding room was
estobiishsd in the downtown district* It wee .not until
April 2, 1901* that the Board of Trustees officially created
a public library and.reading mom* .for a time It was located
in the Odd Fellows Hall.

By 1905, the library contained

1262 volumes and was loaning approximately forty*seven
22
books a week. ' Nor only local citizens, but also farm
families in the surrounding area made use of its facilities.
Another institution which the pioneers transported to
the prairie from their former hones was the church.

The

denominations which.organized ware similar to those in
the Best, and though their houses of worship ware not as
large and their ceremonies not ss formal, their services
war* lust ss meaningful.
In Otoe County, religious history goes beck to the I850»e.
The pioneers would gather under the "largest tree in -Otoe
County", located eight to ten miles south o f the present
Syracuse, for preaching on an occasional Sunday.

Everyone

in a radius of approximately twenty miles would Journey to
take part in the worship service and hear the elssionsrles

21s m s M M J & m m l- * » « * s. 1878.
^SXSISMSfe a t s & s m * September 14, 1905.

who traveled from Nebraska City to preach.22

In 1338, «

Methodist-eto**'woe organised' end-'met in the' Jacob soile**. •••
berger heme, two and one-half miles southeast of the present
town,24

In 1366, Syracuse was pert of a *a*thodi»t circuit

which included Pslwyra, Melon*, Rockford, and tome in
Johnson end Nemaha countlee.

tinder the guidance of the

Reverend David Marquette, services m m held o f the
fteilenfeerger *s home end later in the old school located
at the 'southeast corner Of Syracuse.2®
A group which fir*4 teokthe name of the Hursery
"Hill Congregation Church was alae active at thia ties.

At'first earvicea of worship were hold in « echooihousa ie*
catad e nilo nouih of Stazaery Hill, hot in the 137© *s the
group began to meat,in the store of Norria Connie in
Syracuse. Almost at ones the idea of buildinga church
'began to formulate in their minds, and in 1873, two year*

"after the town plat was asde, a church building woe con*
structad o f S13S0, which had been subscribed by members of
the congregation.

the .Reverend George Davit was the pastor

71953, Syracuse,
241told.

2SSI*ltae si ite B i n si MSmte* a* Mi*, p* 1331.

4f
while the building ■committee consisted 'of df«Cs.IDUdleyft''
J,Q. Burleigh* J»H. McKie, end M.B. Csstleton*2^
was the firstchurehto be builtirtSyracuse.

This

. .

The next

year.* In December , 1874, it was decided to changathe m m

.

of the church to the Fitst GongrsgaUdaai Church of Syracuse*
Mebriste*

A roli eail of early winist«t» to thia ehurch

would include such names as James Mali, G*G» Bisbee, ©*MifV
Chessington, H,8* ’Thompson* Thomas Brown, and M*P* Platt*

<yf

.For atimeCongregationaiists shared their church
building with tha Methodists who M
sanctuary.

M T S built their own

This church was located’on lot'twelve which had

been purchased for fifty-five dollarss the building constructed
was of the frame type with 'the traditional -steeple*-2®
■ The Baptists had not organised a church in Syracuse
but ot times net in the Congregational Church under the
inspiration of the Reverend H.T. Voss*

29

Another church*

the Saint John’s Svangsiicai Church, was organised on
June 20, 1880 with seventeen families.

The first structure

built by this denomination lasted'froa 1682 to 1907 when

26Ibid.. p.. 1232*.
’a7iMi*

_
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$* Octets Jtn *93%

33%naouae Iteissmt.*-August tf If0 %

Oft tit# m m

day the above m m preached* the subject for

tlit evening service was, the evil# of tobacco*
The Sunday Schools* the men*# organisations, m m n H
group#*.and the church choirs haw# given opportunity to
ell ages and abilities throughout the community's history*
The church baaerre* dinners and County fair stand* have
also been, contributions*
■The importenco of religion was show In the stability
of the churches of Syracuse* -Although the’Congregational
Church disbanded in. 1930 and .Its building., became the
present library* and the federated^; Church dissolved it*
organisation, the five other churches Indicated above have
continued to exist****
Throughout the years*, fraternal and' other social organ!*
ration* have also provided interests for the oltlaan* of
Syracuse*

At early as 1873* an organisation of the Inde

pendent Order of Odd Fellows and on# of the Seed Templar*
existed*

On Jurse 24* 1075 the Mount Moriah lodge of

Meson* received its charter with seventeen motors*

Other

organisations which c m * to Syracuse during the years m m
ih# Maccabees* Woodiaen of the World* yeoman* Eagles*.

^ftaauattfc aaaatf fianuanfc*

«• i?34.
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M d g and others.

The hedsKerth £>06t of the :

tirandAiaiy of 'the Republic wae crgenirad in 2Uly, 1029, ,
with oiijfttettt'isesfco**, • '

’ / ;.■ ■■■'.>

'The £«gl« Lodge, when it did eKtet, had such a large
&«Babar»hip, spproKiaistaly %m hundred, that It built « hail
for its ectiyiilas.

Bediootad in i®12* it wee e fine tt*o»

«tox*y brick building,■'•' This -building mm purchased -in 1920
by the team trustees $m four thousand dollars to fee used
4 coswanity hail and. flna station.

:

..in 1904, the Brilliant uto* Raptor *taber ita of the

la stem ttasr was instituted end has areatoined active in
3S
Syxacus# throughout the years.
In addition, Scoute,
Lions,:®«l the Aacrieen Legion have .been strong eiesent*
within the soisasunity.
Beyond these social oxganlsotions, »a*iy genaralsetivitie# in the ecBssunity conveyed its history.

In May of

1883, the ciiisen* of central Otoe County iswcsd an orgsnl*
ration to

s county fair.

It use decided t© purchase

e M M N M M M S W O M

amt at al& na$,i at »teala» 1st* al&*
^SffiSSiHa ISSSaiiiSiS* Moves***; 21, 19X2.
^M^saa £m m l

sopt***®* 24, 1920,

'a8S S S $ M B . f e S M figmaBtt* Qstobot'24, 1924.

thirty-three' acres of land southwest of the village of
.Syracuse to use as the fair grounds.

Shares valued a t :

fifty dollars each to an amount of five thousand-dollars
were issued.
plan.

A one-heif .Mi# race tract was part of'.'the

The description of the .grounds follows!
. The entire thirty-three acres-.were
enclosed with a seven-foot tight beard fence*
A goodly number of box stalls were constructed
for horses end « large number of' cattle stalls*
. hog pens, end sheep pens were all enclosed* -.
- A- floral hall * . * a fine ticket office •
at the entrance* grand stand* Judges stand
•■ , * * were all built*** :

The Otoe County Agricultural and Mechanical Association
held their annuel fair, bn these- grounds for a number of
40
years* . In 1890, additional use.of the-grounds was made
when if. was decided- to construct « kite-shaped mile race
track extending north and south of the foir ground on !***•
-lifso&3-y%i that purpose,
throughout the state*

the track became well-known

the next year* approximately

.one hundred and fifty horses filled- the stalls on 'the■

_

. % » c « * 4 N d in the agttflaa J s n m ii G m s m k * * » •

s*
grounds,

In addition* en**>half and ena-aighth ail* track*

ware addad, while * dooble*d«efced amphitheater nade it
possible to view th# race* in cewfort*

Tha effect of

this activity m the ccsa&unity was described in the following!
So wany vieited th* town during this tie*
that th* hot*! couldoH eccoworiate it* guests,
and Mr, ttelderne** built an addition waking
• th* hd%*l again *e large. Wmmm had « atoady •market fa* hay, straw, and grain, Th* people
could y* to th* pnimdft any morning cod »**
soa* wonderful exhibition* of speed,*
Dr. D.Y, HI!!* who shipped in horses froa "th* last
and had a few**© raise «****,'stateds
Fxo» about 1880, to th« #dv*nt of th*
automobile, ©yracua* was th* b*st known town
in th* state a*.* tort* center for th* light
harness horse.^*
Whet happened to this enterprise which existed in Syrecusa
for « number of years? The hard list** of 1394 are blamed
for its disappearance*

With «cono*lc problee* facing than,

tt»* stockholders withdraw* th* county cosnissloners stopped
43

thair support, and the track was closed down,
iW
bww*s*>iww*w^Miiiiiewi^Li»aii[ii*i**!wiw»i<»wi'jiiriiiei;

4 lg m m m S m m l ®mema&* * * * * * * *»**.
42ij»ld.
43Ibld.

to taka the p im * of th * fair end possibly th# activities
of the eace*ireeb* an event wee originated is Septenbet of
1906 celled "iiyracese Day*.

It wee a gale affair with

decoration* -ill along sain street, a picnic, » pared* of
hands,. #: baseball goes* and ether activity.

The newspaper

daisied five thousand people participated in the first
“Syracuse Cay*.

This wee the beginning if an annual

event which existed until it was incorporated into the
44
annual county fair.
In addition to the ebove event* the population
of Syracuse also enjoyed * huge Pourth of July celebration
in its early history.

The celebration in 1899,.- for instance,

included the town decorated .in red, whit# end blue bunting,
flap* flyingi a pared# heeded by the Ccafc, Nebraska, Stand,
with singera and speaker* following in carriage*, and the
flxw department all marching to the Old fair grounds.

On

arrival an address was given to eomawoorste the occasion, a
hall gam during th# afternoon was held featuring Syracuse
versus Tslwage, end horse, bicycle and foot-racing wars
enjoyed,

Skills were elao tested with a tug-of-war tod

the Hose, Hook,and ladder Companies of the fir# department
ewetwei*ewewe*eiiw*w

* * m m m m Bmmsz* oeten** * , » » •

u

4ft

held a -m m **the host* coi&pany being victorious. -' Such
activities toot place in th* town three or four times a
year' with various -types of picnics and celebrations*Only one of the events remains today--that of the Otoo
County .fair*
Organised athistles began to be of importance to the
community around 1899.

At that- time there m m approximately

throe inter-school football game* scheduled a year*

the'

teams on the roster of competition included Omaha end
- 4ft
Nebraska City. ' The annual game between Nebraska City
and Syracuse was always e colorful event. 'On® year the
entire school with pennants flying went to meet the
train bringing the Nebraska City team*

Syracuse won that -

football yam* with a score.of- twenty-nine to five* and
after th* game a large reception for -all 'the players was
held.47

Community baseball has been popular in Syracuse

as in many Nebraska communities.

In Syracuse it consisted

of- s summer activity in which the town** people followed
the teem around to all the communities in the are* to
watch them play,

in 191ft a special election m s held in

Syracuse-at-which the -voters-approved Sunday baseball.

4% 3 E S . t m 2sa£££S&* October 4, 19Qft«
465 X E S S m U2MSF.S&* November 23, 1899*
47£ **2 s m s . EasassBS* *«*•**» so* i t ® .
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■,■ - Another- 'activity which the ‘
town has always

mmmi-t&-

h a w supported* w w a city band- mad# up net' only, of school:'
students* but els© older residents*
s w ^
&

m

h

this1hand would ■.play

concerts. in the path and -four fhefairs in th© area

year*
Mohebiy the greatest ©enter for social activities

in. the* m s m m itf mm the' opera honm* 'This -eatabliskm#*rf
was the scene,©f- railiss* play s:, me ©tings, banquets*

40

revivals, and ©amp meetings*"

Advertisements of costing

attractions th he found in the- newspaper included such.
things a# th# aneouncejaent in 1899, ©f the Ktckspo©
Indian Medicine man who w m to give a* series of izm- exhibit
sen

tiom at t h e .opera house' feat the public,

" traveling'

companies p r e s s e d plays such ae j&£le -loaU S s M S to
audiences fm

twenty-five to thirty-five cents'a seat

admission price.

SI.

Jugglers, acrobats, animals* Dutch

and Irish comedy war»- all part ©f th® lucky Bill Shew
which appeared*

SSI

' Hundreds of other acts end. performances

cam# through'the f e w *

40
'

iBIEQai. Octobur 28, 1892.

5QSyracue© Journal, April 19, 1899.

*’Hi* ©Ctobe* 11* 1889.
rat. September 25, 1902.
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Ihe first chaut&uqus h#ld in Syracuse u##d temperance as its
the*#.

Carrie Nation wa* th* outstanding nan* on th* H a t

of speaker#, and aha pounded .away on th# evils of litpior.®7
In. addition to th# opera house* th# false* Theater b**
came* souse# of; social activity and' *«iart#ina#i>t a litti#
lata#'In th* community*# history.

Admission prices In 1913

w#re #dv*rti*#d a# fiv* eanta for. children and tan cant* lot
adults.56 .Whan talking pictures float c a m to th* team it
was a groat event.

Th* year wa* 1929 and th# new attraction

waa described *a folio#**'
. . . talking-speaking notion picture machines
that bring out th* actor# in thair play# on th*
«era*» and at th* #*■# tin* you h**r their vole**
a* though they were living ««ting p#rson# on th*
stag* b#for# you.5"
Licensed done* hall* wot* allowed in th* town and in
1933 Anderson's Poviiioh^ how known Bis? a Ballroom, was built.
It waa to b* uaad not only for dance** but' also •• a plae* for
moating* and athletic events,80
'Th* usual' activities, of course* *uch aahay-rack rid#*,
picnics, cladding, family reunion# and othara hav# always b**m
part of th* community*t social lit* and added thair colorful
thread# to th* nub of m m m im of the people.
sown#iwiwwwwmiriM
ieM
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87Ssimiee BmsssnS. -aeiy «*♦ w©®*
" a x s s s m t BaESSESif January 3©, 1913.

S9M s$ tifs ismml Siia&sflJu «*y 3i . it® *.
m&mwm immnk B asssiti February i t , 1933.

If -« conclusion w#r# -to b# mad# to tbs history off those
svsnts and happenings it would necessarily ho incomplete.

Many

times records wore not kept of those eloaionts which mads up the
educational, religious* end social liffs of Syracuse, for the
inhabitants surveyed theat as quite ordinary, certainly not his*
torical, happenings.

Th# school ami churches In Syracuse have

developed into a vary strong facet of th* community.

Thar*

have been a number of lodges and social organisations formed
at on* time or another in th* ccsmuhity, and hav* bean respon
sible for community improvements and activities.

Not all of

thorn took root and continued toexist, but a favorable group off
them still contribute to th* social U f a of Syracuse.

A var-

laty of recreational facilities and opportunities— from a rsc*
track to lecture courses hav* bean enjoyed in th# to rn .

In

total.view th* educational* religious, and .social life of
Syracuse appeared quit* normal in th*it aspects— similar to
whet many other smell Nebraska communities must hav* experienced.

CHAPTER V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITY
As Syracuse took root snd grew In th* soils of ©to*
County many problems arose; if these problems or challenges
had not bean met the town would have declined and eventually
"disappeared.

The citizens of Syracuse met most of the community

problems with a determination to overcame them and continue
to progress.
The early 1900's was a period of restless activity in
Syracuse,

fiven to the impartial observer it would have been

obvious that if this town had been affected by economic
problems resulting from the Panic of 1693. it was rapidly
overcoming them and was again on the upward swing.

New

business buildings and residences were being constructed,
and more conveniences were being added,
Syracuse led the

Qaaba. SfilM

Th# activity in

Herald to observe the following*

Yes, Syracuse is one of the best town# in
the South Platte country and you know that
means anywhere inside or out of the state.
Some people believe to this day that the garden
of Eden was.located -where the town of Syracuse
now stands.*
,
Despite th# exaggeration, this was an interpretation of some
important developments which were then talcing place in the
community.

1Quoted in the §yrgftMffig Democrat. January 19, 1905.
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Although Nebraska ©tty had been made th* county-seat of
Otoe County in th* early day* of’the territory, all the func
tion* which Dignified thia position were.not located thee*. .
Eventually, the pattern enveloped of centering all county ag
ricultural activities in Syracuse.

Th# Otoa County Agricul

tural and Mechanical Association** fair waa held in Syracuse;
In the 1ST©** despite th* protest* of Nebraska City* .in protost, Nebraska City began to hold a rival fair in I S M to
attractpatronage from the county fair in Syracuse.®

Sn 1879,

when the Nebraska City New* Prepp asked for only on* fair,
th#

BIElSSllSdl
Syracuse says amen, let us hav* one grand
agricultural exposition in Otoe County that
will eclipse anything of the kind aver held,
let th# fair b# held at the central town of
the county, so a* to be conveniently accea*
sible to ail.3

this factor of central location was and continued to be the
deciding element In these agricultural activities.

Land near

Syracuse was purchased in le s s as the grounds for the county
fair and Syracuse remained the fair sit*.

The town also bepaws

the county headquarters for the American farm bureau Federation
in the early pert of the twentieth century.

The activities of /-

the Fens Bureau were of major importance if space devoted to
them In the local newspaper can be used as a criteria.

2Ite fam niytt iswmk* Tun* s», m e .
*2 M S fK tfip f Ifta p ijU .« *¥ ®! *87?; * • * • ? *» §Xp£i2M
JournsXDeeocrat. March 8, 1929, for additional material concoming this controversy.

Thi# growth in importance of agriculture to the ecmeunlty
increased in rathar • subtle way.

While attention at first wee

focused on th* railroad *• the chief activity in anti about
Syracuse* gradually agricultural affaire bee**# nor* ami sore
important.

In 1881. th* town had .hue grain elevatora, mi*

grain warehouse* and thrae implement dealest,4 . One of the grain
deal*** built a new elevates in 1904 which reportedly loaded
fifty-five bushel* of grain each tin* the carrying cup# revolved*9'
Through th* year* th* growth of agricultural activity could
elwoat he Matured by the increase In lumber and aia* of the
inpleiMmt stores and grain elevator*.

Today aeven fame imp!#-

went dealer* and twp> large grain elevator* operate in Syracu*#.6
Agricultural growth a* recorded in th* fam prograes lo
cated in Syracue* waa eepocially greet during the 1930**.
Syracuse Sale* Pavilion waa organised in 1930*

The

on sale each

Wednesday* fame faniiioa crowded th* town* and* in recent years*
the eel#* have greased approximately 790 thousand 'dollar* a
year.7

A new ^agricultural hall wa* erected on th* fair ground*

in 1936.®

located in Syracuse wa* th* comity office of the

4P.A. Wood# end G.J9. Sroat* Nebraafc* 6itv ami Otoe Countv
glrjsctorv {Lincolni Journal P r i n t i n g ^ ^ m ^ l i a f J T p T 117.

SSBS£$aS» Oecesfe#* 1 , 1904.
^Lincoln Sunday Journal and Star. May 1* 199,
70w*h* World Herald Maaarlne. June 19* 1999*
® M l s m

$ m m

I B m&m*

.January 22. 1937.

m
Agricultural. Stabilisation and Conservation Association, and tha
County agent working through the Pans Extension Service. 'Syracuse
was the .first town in Nebraska to 'have a building constructed
specifically for the purpose of housing the Earn Extension Ser
vice.

“I feel,“ stated. Governor Cochran on 'October 38, 1939#

at the dedication' ceremony, "that this project la one of great
importance to the county and state.

Xt is a very fine example

of cooperation of few#'resident* . . .*9

Many educational and

-social activities" hive been, 'carried on in Syracuse as a result
of the'Extension.Service.
What challenge did Syracuse face by becoming' the center
for activity in the County?

Undoubtedly the eitixen*. of 1871

were not aware that the Soils of Otoe County were to be th* sus
tenance of th* community rather then the rail, but as time prow
grassed this trend became more and more apparent.

Xt began in

1901 when the Missouri Pacific Railroad which had '.used this
route, withdrew from Syracuse, leaving the Burlington Railroad
as the only company using th* line.10 As transportation became
centralised in Gnaha and Lincoln, the need for depots such as
'Syracuse diminished,

Xn January, 1938, freight service through

Syracuse changed from a daily schedule to tri-weekly, and in
April of the same year passenger service was. discontinued.11

9§mms. Jims tl Sasass*!#

«ov«b#r a, 1939.

10®tE5SHia BfSSSESS’ April 18, 1991,
li

' Jbhmmbmi imml isssssaJu January ia , 1939.

Certalnly the location of Syracuse was important.

It. was able

to fall)' agricultural leadership in the county despite.- Nebraska
City* e slzeand govornmental prominence.' Due.to this factor, :
Syracuse was able to- continue as 4.strong community despite
the- loss of the railroad activity— a loss which to many similar
towns had'brought collapse.,

,

Dependence on agricultural production, however, brought
with it an even greater sensitivity .to., weather conditions,
floods .have.-been-,a threat to- Syracuse throughout its-.history.
Located neat:the little Nemaha Rivet, excessive xainaeach
spring brought -flooding.

Some of the worst floods occurred in

the early days of the community.

Hr dune 19, 1883. the river

went over its banka and- the water rose to the town's railroad
tracks.12 -floods came again in 1902j by this time the land in
-the Nemaha bottom was more extensively cultivated and' crop dam*
age reached thousands of dollars.13

Again -in 1904 and in 1908

residents had to move out of the iowland due to-floods.14
-Since these -floods frequently came: .into the main street, it was
not uncommon to see citizens rowing boats down the streets and
alley*.1®

As the annual problem of floods became more and more

125 x E a s m fimssaS. J«iv if* 1902.
13ibld.
m

M

m&urn

15sx£a£22i& jtxmm Isasssii* J«iv 2®. i 9s».

evident, *-drainage ditch was constructed southeast'of"the town
to *tr*ighten th* river* s'Course end enable excess 'water to be
carried off more quickly.*6

'the problem was hot entirely-

solved by this method, -however, forinl9SQ, a terrible flood
brought great damage and loss of lit#' to Syracuse end Unadilla,
emphasizing the need for better mean* of 'flood control.
The prairl# has always been a lend of extreme temperature*.
Bothered by ^bitter- -cold in winter-' end'intense heat often accore'panted b y 'drought -in'summer, the -farmers.were'
■never guaranteed
a -crop. ; the snows ef 1081# 1905, 1907, 1912, and 1956, -were
-exceedingly heavy to mention only a few.; In 'the years of 1005,
1919,-end 1932, extremely cold temperatures •were recorded in'
Syracuse when' the mercury Went as lew a* 33® below zero.*7

The

drouths such at'-in the- 1930*s brought hard times to th# psople
-of Syracuse end the farm families living- in -the vicinity.
Tornadoes else caused destruction in the vicinity during
the early 1900* s.

A number ef farm home* and buildings on the.

edge of Syracuse were completely destroyed and- life was lost on
ig

March 23, 1913, when a tornado struct,

other*'have struct

a number of times in the farm area around Syracuse but not in
the town proper.

Although these extremes in weather— floods.

[Cjai# fsbeuery 17, 19051
■2,1919* s x s m m Umms.
l8SX£i£ai8 2SB2£iai, March 27, 1913.

droughts, cold, heat, and tornadoes**haya

b

rought problems to

agriculture,: the farmers in-the Syracusearea, a s i h all .re*.
f ions #i#aro good soil exists* continued to work their land,
for-, the promise..
of
’'

B

m

gped -crop wab'bisrays ahead;*

tnees ’activity.in

B

y

m

t

u

m

,

:
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lit,any■-agMcoSturai com#

fminiiy, was consistently affected-by. fara produotion^^wheii crops
:were. good, .business ■was goodi an4;likewise*■when ofop# were
.'had^/hdsineis^was^ hade," Crops', in; the <early ■part '.of;tbe^ century ■
,mutf, have, been fairly good for the business activity in Syracuse
.inc3^ased;-cpnsidei#iy during. tl^s#;yearsv:,/-New'businesses -were
encouraged ,by:4eorge’Brown, >a .iurniture^deaier ^in:the coimfiynity,
who was responsible '4 o r :the •construction^ of '0-.number o f 'stores,
in Syracuse during; the year; 1902#^f-'Cne of the buildings
housed his own business, which later was purchased by iir, B,F*
Tanaing who ■•■it' still a: furniture dealer'in-%ra«maetoday,^®
In 1908, a building which served as the Masonic Hall on the
upper story and the bank on the ground fiber was Constructed
across the street from

Brown’s business,

the bank was th#

first national Bank of Syracuse which had been Incorporated In
188b and a year later boasted assets of $300,0 O O , ^

During the first decade of the century a Syracuse commer*
cial club was organised to work for civic improvements.

*95 3 K S $ M M

August 28, 1902.

^Syracuse Journal Democrat. May 4, 1917,
^Syracuse Journal, 'January 21, 1887,

Some

of Its .goal,wore to provide better park and- recreational fac*
ilities* Cle#ii; up the town* and Improve roads to eneouragein*
oressed;faim purchasing-in.:%raet*se*??

t

Despite the improvements which were mado, the town was
,completely rout .of: debt, by 1912.and- taxes’were ..reduced,^
Eenial property became scarce ■due:t4* m.- increase in popular :..,..;,/:.
tion, while some industry .becamelocated^ In, the town:*- ;;By-l:9i3fthree cementrblock and concrete coropanies were i n ,operation; and
■’
Oil
the constrtaetion of.m oil;supply plant- was completed*"
v^.

’

■

■'

■

Syracuse also ..made:'marked •growth, as, a prodjTce distribution ceil**,
ter .for a large-portion of .Otoe-County during-these years#.^?
i'vra In',the period; from around igoo to 1913 Syracuse-defin*..
Italy became, an.agricultural eosmphity rather- than the .rail*,
road centered:town.it had h i m earlier*.., this transition brought
with It.increased..construction and additional services*

The

next period ,of growth and •development came in the 192Qfs, when
increased home building and Improvement was again noticeable,
During this decade a told^atortgr and ice plant was added to
the town*$; business district,:- Another enterprise, began In

22Syracuse Democrat. March 8, 1906.
23$yracuse Democrat. -May'22, -1913.
^ Syracuse Democrat. October 16, 1913,
25Syracuee Democrat. November 20,. 191$,

m
<tbit.period*,which ^appeared\a£/first; to, otter -great :pesSifcil*

Clook Compmfd
JCendtg* ;a',iooal--Jeweler*!;organised-..a company .to produce the
*om $pMn§:Ulotki clock?* mhitsh ho Md invented* the Pitl%m&
:ifiesWas ;;th#MA*fV '&endi.e‘:0ne Spiring M a m

<in- the eoimnhily' p^«ltaiod/ltoelcKOPd:so0ti'-a';faOt0iry^ai ■a#% up
.with-special- Equipment -oHtppOd -ftOft.-SShid^o^' 'Although-.-the
•faeioi^'did.; begin .to 'Operate* either -there> waa -no fmarket" tot ■
■the -product'dr *
-the- ,pfOdueiieh.problems wore .too •greai*vai:any
’rate*;'the-■industry soon ‘
.closed*^
■-the -face of •
■Syracuse began. to. change during ‘the twenties*
Many, of the buildings which were tangible records of the town’s
early ■hietory'were, pulled' down to .
-make way for •new. -construction*
.‘the local, newspaper-editor* -guite ■hittory'conscious* recounted

of these old'buildings-ed. one by one they ■'disappeared*.

the past

The Sinsabaugh lumber building which also served -as.'a- mercan
tile house was torn down in 1921*

An edifice known as the

'Meeker Building* Which had housed- the- Syracuse Bsmcrpt when ■
it had b#en. an independent paper* was removed about the. same
:time*;
^ ' The McFarland'barn which "had been constructedby Walt
and ©use* original tetilera* 'as a dance hall'and skating rink,
and later had- served as the community opera house, was also
rated*
......_

• ... :

Bering the days when it had served as an opera house
.

1 ... t t ...

■'.

^ S yracuse Journal Bsmoerat* May ■ST* 1927*
^Syracuse Journal Democrats April. 27* 1921*
*<1
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it was used for the early farmers' institutes when such out*
standing speakers as J. Sterling Morton, and Honorable ^.L.
Hayward spoke to- Syracuse audiences. .It was In this building
in 1890 that William* Jennings Bryan made hie. bow to Syracuse
in the famous Bryan-Connell series of'-debates.

This series,

held'during a Congressional campaign, ended, at Syracuse, and
when* .in the debate. Bryan presented Connell with a copy of
Gray’s Elegy It was an oratorical climax which wept the en
raptured audience to its feet.28

Quoting him directly# he

said to Connells
*X desire to present to you in remenfcrance
of these pleasant meetings this little volume#
because it contains ’Gray’s Elegy? in perus
ing which X trust you will find -at much pleas
ure and profit as X have. Xt is one of the
most beautiful end touching tributes to hum
ble life that literature contains. Grand in
its sentiment and sublime in its simplicity#
we may both find in it a solace in victory or
defeat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
But whether the palm of victory is given to you
Or to me.' let us remember those of whom the
poet seysf
**' Par from the madding crowd*# ignoble
strife,.
Their sober wishes never learn*d to
stray
Along the cool sequester’d vale of
life
they kept the noiseless tenor of
their way. *
These are the ones most likely to be forgotten
by the government . . . . Let me in parting ex
press the hope that you and X may be instrumen
tal in bringing our government back to better
laws which will give equal treatment without
regard to creed or condition. X bid you a
friendly farewell.” 29

am J. Bryan#
(Chicago t The John C. Winston
neion Company, 1925}# p. 251

^

A number -of years later* the building in which these events
took place became the Mcfarland Sheehni- and a building access
the street#, hew the location of:^i^'Jeerle^&piemcnt 'AndAppliance. Store* was used for the coiraonity opera house.
■'two other _buildings were else,.removed in the. 1920 h*.
fhe 0@er§e S. Hare photograph gallery* which was later the
Farmers* Produce Building* and the first postoffice building*
built by .Hr**'' Ireland when the officetwas transferred from
30'
Nursery Hill* were removed.
A little later* the railroad
'

windmill and tower# sod the house which had served as the
31
’
first school were pulled down#
These buildings were
landmarks and had served the community well* but in their
places new buildings were needed if Syracuse was to continue
to develop.
The modernisation program which was being carried out in
many similar communities throughout the country began to have
an impact on Syracuse around the turn of the century* when
15modern conveniences11 began to be used.

In May of I3tf* the

Board, of Trustees called a special meeting, to grant Henry A.
Colt of St. louis the right to establish and maintain a
telephone arching® in the village.

The rent for this new

contraption was. to be one dollar .a,month for a residence and
.32
two dollars for a business house*

30£££§£MS£ J g m a s A Democrat, March 31. 1922.
31
§S£ftPMM> flftgMA B S S a m A . January 8. 1926.
32§sasiaa Qsm&sM.' «*y is. 1899.
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'the nSxt year a movement was’started to:Secure a municipal
finite* "System.'' -The movement was successful and ■*’watet^orfe* '
plant1which reportedly cost -the townsfolk twelve thousand' del-'
lars was built; the first year' it served' sixty-five consumers.®3
A number of additional water mains were added in 1916, and a new
one-hundred'dal!#) standpipe was constructed to meet the growing
a*
needs of Syracuse,-■
........
....
=■* The:farmSC* •in’the'area began:t o .feel' ■the'effects’.
' '•’■
of thecomingmechanized ago,

Williamr Masters in 1902 re-

ceived a new Nichols and Shepherd engine' .and thresher by
freight, and i few years later, the first tractor arrived in
the agricultural community.35

(Refer to the photograph in the

Appendix, p. 111.)
The light and fuel'problem was next to challenge the town,
A town meeting was held at the opera house, to- hear C,jr* Colby
of the Practical Cos Company of Chicago speak on the possibil
ities of gas light for the town.3*

The citizens were inter

ested in the idea -and.it was decided, to Call an election for a
bond issue, to construct and maintain a light and fuel system.
The bond issue was to total five thousand dollars with interest

33sxej|£mss i m m l * **»* 17» 190°*
M § m £ m & SgS&SSa&s Hay 27, 1915.
m § m m m Baaasisi. July it. 1902.
36iSre,affi,Ma.ft Bsssscai. August 28, 1902,
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rt'feut' and-ene-half.per cent pet -enmiB,*^.' .*• vigexou*; campaign*
in-support of the. measure.wea carried on by the newspapers*.
Thefinel vote, however, indicated eooeiderefele-'doubt-in the
minds-of manyvotere as to the deslrabilltyofths measure.

.
.

When the returns werocounted on September 2, 1902, out of the
185 votes.east# 100 were for the bonds, 84 were against, and
38
one .ballot;was invalid,
By a margin of -only: sixteen votes#
Syracuse had-gained its light and fuel- system,

Theconstruc-

tion of gas mains and a service building was hagun An November
of the same year.
Gas lights'brought Inconvenience, however# .as.well as
Illumination.:" ..for- Instance, when. the. gas 'lights flittered
out at .the Methodist Church one Sunday# all the congregation
hurried out fearful of an explosion# but the trouble was found
30
before such a miehap occurred,"
'Servlet'was not guaranteed,
«• the following newspaper" account relates;
the house that the.village has been buying,
their gasoline from for the light plant cut
the order short lest wash and failed to'ship
promptly the first of this wash end" conse
quently we had no street lights from last
Thursday until Wednesday of this week.453
The community did not# however, accept the new system readily
as wee 'indicated by the fact that in 1903 there were only
3

37S m s m Sssaesal*
ms m

CggncJjJL

September

4# 1902.

issl U > p. 379.

395m £tiM Sssssude* April 25, 1903,
Aft

Sxsasiiss S sisssai. Septeatoer 17, 1903.
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thirty-six consumers of gas in Syracuse, this including both
residences and businesses.41,
A bad explosion did take place in August of 190b.

Hr.

heed who was employed at the gas plant smelled gas escaping,
in haste' he cheeked a connection by striking a natch which
caused an immediate explosion.

He was enveloped in flames

'but luckily Jumped into a pit which held a little water and'
then dragged himself, severly burned* from the building.

The

explosions blew the whole north end off'-the plant.
By 1915 the use of electricity had become widespread and
a movement was begin to obtain it in Syracuse. - a bond issue
for electric lights was passed by the voters in the spring of
1916, by a vote of;134 in favor to 79 opposed.4 ' A generating
plant was constructed and# in addition# the Water and light
Company of Nebraska City was contracted to furnish electric
current from its transmission line*44

The contract with the

Nebraska City Company was discontinued in 1928 when the
Syracuse plant began to produce its own currentj this it con*
tlnued to do until recently when supplemental current was again
obtained through the Rural Electrification Administration to
help meet the power needs of Syracuse.4^

4 lj m s m

SiBifiSKl* August 20, 1903.

Syracuse Democrat. August 24, 1906.
43S m s m BSE2££&. April 6# 1916.
Council Records. & &
4S

£ H # P* » •

Satem $mm& BtMWMt. «*y 4, 1928,

: Meanwhile the telephone system .had been changing hands*
In 1906, the Nebraska telephone Company eras given permission
to establish it* system in the town*

Service was not; tee •

satisfactory -Judging.
.free ^the newspaper criticism.

Possibly

for this reason, the. Lincoln Telephone and Telegraph Company
was given, control' of the service.** ;a new telephone exchange
building was constructed on the corner,of Fifth' and Chestnut
Street* in. 1928, and a new switchboard for.the system was

installed,*?': V \\ "
One of the problems which had plagued the ’town through*
out its early history was muddy streets*' The streets would,
get so muddy from rains and especially floods, that it was
impossible to get About the community,

in fact, one account

stated, a run-away -horse was finally Caught on main Street
<

because it 'fell into a mud-hole*48

J

j

Boardwalks were, at first

constructed to get the pedestrian out of the mud and about
1902 the use of concrete was introduced for this purpose***
The streets were first surfaced with gravel but this did not

46S m e is s ei«fi£iai« d«««**y 3o, m a .
m*%

Syracuse Journal Democrat, November SB* 1928.

48£ m m m im m x b J ti& k . Z9» *£?*•
49
'..SfSSBlM BseaSEiS. September 11, 1982*

prove too satisfactory,

As early as 1918 * movement was started

to -secure'’paved streets, 'but nothing came of It until 1923
when an ordinance was passed creating paving district number
one.90

Thie district Included main street and a few aid*''

streets*-*!*. blocks lit1ell.

Cochrane 'Construction Company

of -LincoXnwas contracted for $33,800 to do’the Job.5* When
the project was completed the excitement over'It was shown
by the following editorial;
This work' la on* the town can well be
proud of and relieves the difficulty that
•fisted for many years when there was wet
weather or'when the frost was coming out
of the ground in the spring
«... Thus
Syracuse has taken a long step and marks
the commencement of an era of municipal
importance that /cannot be overestimated
besides making one of the neatest and_„
prettiest towns of its sise anywhere.8*
In fourteen months twenty-four blocks of paving were laid and
at the same time a sanitary sewer system at a cost of $39,930
was completed,53
Paving of the streets as well as buildings, which were
constructed .end modernised in the 1920'** Indicated that this
decade, brought substantial improvement to Syracuse.

One

'505XS&£M£ jjMtBMft BS32BS&* December 20, 1918,
^Syracuse Journal Democrat, Aorll 6, 1923.
62Editorlal in the Syracuse Journal Democrat. November
“ sis* PlCWflfill fittttd** H a t U£. P»

resident became poetleand demanded further improvement when
he wrotet
;Lotus haw* i lovely town* one/ of which we oil m y boast*
Building up a high reknown that will spread f& m coast
-.■

to COSSt*

^So that piopl* in th* trains m u exclaim when looking out*
.*H*re’s th* burg where Hustle r*igns— h*r*,s tho town they
brag aboutf*
,'^ llew that war 1# done and past* and tho lighters hav* all
Lot uo 'hoot' » town at lost that will truly aak* a hit.
That** tho way we’re talking now, hero In Prunoville*in«
And oaeh m o w wo aak* our vow 'that th* town osuat roach

' it* «e*l.’ .
First we nood a public dump* lot it.coat what *twill*
catht .
• -■ .*
.For tho town must sadly s l u m which la cluttorad up with
trash*
Hiving built our dtasp in stylo* thoro wo* 11 toko old cans
and hats*
Haul it to th* rubbish pile* and last season** cast off
cat*.®*
Later s city dump was msd* west of th* town.
firs* a constant throat to any community* has caused
considerable damage 0 nusbor of times* but Syracuse was for*
twist* in having a good volunteer firs department#

2n 1880*

it was urged* by th* newspaper* that ladders and a force pump
with hose attached be purchased for th* "bucket brigade* fire
department^ Gradually better equipment was added until* in
mil
Portion of a poets paraphrased by Walt Mason* resident*
from tiff, appeared in the Syracuse pfouraej Democrat, June 11.
*
a s m i i » November 26* 1880.
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..1828, ■a motorized yoiunteer'firedepartraerit, housed below the
community hill* was set up In Syracuse.5®

On* of th* wotit

fires occured-In 1913 .whin-the.general merchandising store•
of J.H. Aranda burned.

Thle company which had boon. In business

for forty-seven years, lost $3B,000 worth of stoefc due to the
fire.

Arends sold what was left to Harry Hughes of Rule.5*
The 'town- government, at previously discussed* cane Into

being- in 1875.

Of interest through,the years were-the can*

paigns -made by the- candidates for;local elections.

Although

today nomination* take place outside the political party frame
work, at one time ail elected local offices were campaigned
for in the.party, manner,

fown'government seemed to have acre

color when the taro local political parties— the Cltixen's
Party and the People*a Party— caucused in the opera house of
community hall on consecutive nights-to nominate their candi
dates.58

These parties were not connected with a national

party and were distinctly for the-purpose of nominating can*
didates for .the local government.
The Board-of Trustees had-to deal with many issues, such
as community health,

this problem ranged from scolding those

Jgiaai*. Umm&> August 27, 1026..
57SXSa£Maa Bss&sisl. December 24, 1813.
^March 20. 1713 and SBSSilt
Journal PeSoirat. March16. 1934.

citizens who insisted os.spitting oft■the..postoffice floor to
attempting to halt an outbrsakof smallpox by vaccination.*9 '
In 1919, t Syracuse Board of. Hoelth was created to pass rules
of health' and enforce them.

This board consisted of the mar

shall, a physician* «nd oneother citizen.9°
; Although 'the issue of law enforcement has not been<s
great problem in Syracuse* the Board of Trustees 'he#'had to
deal..with it.

1ft the early day# of 'the fawn a vigilante

committee was organized to help the board enforce-the law
■and this-notice appeared in the newspaper!

"Tramps and dee*

peradoes will-find Syracuse'a .poor place to put in an appear**
ante.

The officers aftd. people are prompt in punishing all

' o f f e n d e r s . I n 1880, the reason given for a number of
petty fights which had occurred in the'town,'was the extremely
cold' weather which- was "supposed to Have [had') a too exhilirating effect on a number of our p e o p l e . I n 1904. the
members of the beard established., a curfew for children under
fourteen.

A"whistle was to blow at nine o'clock, and all

children not accompanied by parents were to be in their-, homes.*3
iewieeio»mwwa»^ ^

" S x s s s s & t B s a a s s ii. January 17 and 24. 1901.

m § m m m itm/ml B sass& sM .

J u ly id * 1 9 1 .9 .'

M S x i s s m teum M .* «»y 10. i«to.
62iXS5£iiM i s m

i i . •Betenfeer 19, _1880

fc3£4lx SaifflsH, teSM
&st* M i II» 9* d it.

These and simile* actions kept the community*'# life running
smoothly. - 'The Board of Trustees has been the continuous type of government in Syracuse'since incorporation of the town.
It has been e stable influence on the community and has ful
filled the duties of government in granting'licenses* pre
testing'the citizens and their property,, end in pronoting
improvements in the town.

Although the type of government in

Syracuse'has net changed since 1876, the community had com
pletely changed its focus by the 1930's from a settlement
created-, by e railroad to a settled .agricultural community.
As the importance of agriculture dawned on the. town, more end,
more'.farm organizations and services wore located in Syracuse
rather than in tbbraske .©ity* the county-seat.

'This was pri

marily due to the- central location of the-teen in Otoe County.
The community* * prosperltybecame dependant on the surrounding
farm land and the "good times* in Syracuse Can almost be
measured by the state of the farm economy.
In the early'part of the twentieth century two'periods
of increased commercial activity were evident to Syracuse.
The first extended to around ifl3,;-and the second came in the
decade of the 1920*#.

Poring these periods#,, although population

did not increase greatly*, community improvement .advanced at
e steady pace.

Conveniences such as water*, light* heat* sewer,

and telephene systems were established through eittsens*
efforts.-

The streets and.sidewalks were.' paved as a matter of

convenience and to'increase-the■value of 'the -town. -From-the
.time it ..was established in 1375, the ieaMf of -Trustees .type;
of governemnt hae functloned ln Syracuse, -and ha* been con.elstently.stable.
Syracuse never was to grow a great deal, hut th*.activity
which .:ea»e■i n :the -early 1900* a provided.a ■strong -basis •for
thatown and made it appear much more advanced than many 'Other
communities o f :the ■same' population.

Syracuse >drew ■the1commas*

cialtradeof central Otoe County and became • stable rural
community despite the Toss of -the railroad activity which,
hid initially.made it a town.

CHAPTER VI
SYRACUSE At ft HEFiJBCTCKl. 6f NATIONAL EVENTS
Non* of our national leaders have come from Syracuse,
Nebraska, nor has a national crisis occurred there* but
despite this obvious insignificance in national affairs,
the'people of Syracuse have continually been concerned
ebopt issue# of the day* voted for their favorite candi
dates, participated In politics* sent their boys to war*,
end cooperated in national programs*

Possibly this

measures in pert whet the. true significance of the smell
community is in a democracy*

the study of how some of the

well-known historical happenings effected the southeastern
Nebraska community of Syracuse may parallel in. pert the
reaction in similar’towns*
Syracuse did' not exist as e village during the Civil
War* end very little happened in any Nebraska community to
suggest the severity of the conflict.

It we# rather ironic

that the Kanaas-Nebraska bill* playing an .important, role as
one of the pre-war issue*, crested Nebraska, and yet the
new territory wee so little affected by the war itself.
Only a few slaves were brought into, the territory end no

organized fighting occurred*

I

The greatest effect It had

on Ctoe County was In the number of immigrants who same
'from :
t he'^nth and East after the Civil War to get away
from .'the' devastation of their, former homes or to obtain
new land*

The growth of population in dtps County was

illustrated by the. fact that in 1863 there was no settle*
meht In the county farther than ten miles west of ifebraslca
.’

'4TL ' * ‘

’

:

^tyv. ahd;the total county popilation was 4 , 2 U v

■ By 187Q#

however#' -the .population of the county had.grown, toi 12,345#^
Another evidence of the Ciyil far# was the' post of the
(Brand Army of the Beptiblic which was formed in. the- early
days of Syracuse Indicating that a number in the community
had _bee*i%active in the war#

In 190?# the CAE requested

the war peparta^nt to give a Civil W a r ;cannon to Syracuse#
The request was granted and an eight inch Columbaid weigh*
Ing 9203 pounds was planed in the Syracuse cemetery#

A

plaque on it giyes the members of the CAE and with what
t

'

. . .

(

■

.

i

,

. .

regiment they served during the war; it remains the only

% h e census of 1870 indicated that ten years earlier there
were fifteen slaves i n :Wehrasta'#'ten of these were in Otoe
County# There were also sirty*seven freedmen in Nebraska*
■goo Bureau of the Census# M a p j i p M
ll§|#t*
Population, Volume 1 {Washingtom Oovernment Printlng Qffice,

3ibid.
4Svracuse Democrat. July 4, 1907.

Of toe ttoii

III I t o e r o d

It eaote

K«#ttot toy#. oeMmnity eeinrtom m m told*
ISt# %smtoh*^erlear Par was'toe first Otofttet to
which the ftatted State# engaged, after Syyaouso I t e w .a
eewsmit^

Although toe people of tto tcMk supported toe

war* their reaetloB. to- Mia IMJtipptoe laewreotioo which
ftottMMt Wtt mot at ^eiittaitaatto If -to editorial to to#,
naiS3papw #ati to toed m to mmmim of htolr toftologi

~ Wkm people of Bsbrasfea moiito tho lasts of ■

t w o hopt mmi* to the fM M $ p in m *

Boys

too are- opposed to imperialism# tot too- are
loyal to m free- ^rnrnmmmt amd are always
ready to otoy orders* mad die toea too .good'
Kmmm of toeto homo tod state are to stake*.
Boys too enlisted only with toe .thought of
helping, to lift- too. yote of tyranny from, too
nook of toaJ#gpipi^df*rato tot for- toe slow#
rod tape stolon of m ia^rloto itielinod
administrattm $ they would 'not hmm hmm - *
forced to sacrifice their Mires in this toy*t h e meads m o m t o a issmoriiii se r v i c e

wm- h e l d

at t o e o p e r a
hetoe to toner of those toy# inyoired to toe %
mp* 6
torlng this period# 'to# towS-papera# hmMimg opposite
political wieto*. oiMstod to ipmense*

Stolr oonotsnt efforts

to proto ttoir points of vim immwmased the
interest in political affairs*. toe irtoors tors always rooetr^
tog adtiee on how to east toelr toilet#. add toe topohliean
■or tomoorst too did not irate- a straight ticket was deemed a

^dltorlSl* Syracuse-

___

%ffytouto Betaocmt*-Hay 1%* %89fr

*

7 Tho
' Republican
'
arid Deaocratic

failure to -the cause.'

groups hold frequent meetings and rallies to strengthen
their parties, and political activity on thelocai level
seemed greater than it is -today. -In the county election
of lift.-the Republican Journal consented' upon- the opposition candidates as follows«
. Some -of these gentleman were never
heard'of before and after the funeral
ceremonies on the fifth of November,
they will ail pass gently and swiftly B
■out of 'the memory of the -living . . . »
Curing the -1890*®, a third party, the' Popullet-Party,
gained influence end in 1899 held its county convention at
the opera house la Syracuse.: The neat year, the Demo
crats and 'Populists fused to form a Aryan Club in Syracuse.'
William Jennings Bryan was a very popular figure in- the
town and was always well received when he .came to speak.
The Syracuse Democrat, of course, followed his Career with
avid accounts comparing him to Jefferson and describing- him
e® the "greatest living exponent of democracy**.11

rS m $ M m

»hen

J&SSaaJU November 4,:1892.

H x e m K * Jsjssaai* Geinfcer u . 1889.
9I l g y g m - B W M W W l e

24, 1899.

10SX$5£aia BSSBSEal. September 20, 1900.

lESSEiS* October IT,

190©

end March

28, 1912.
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Bryan spoke in Syracuse during the presidential campaign

of woo, the flaaaHfc ttnaraffi g*po*ted<
Mr. Bryan said there was not a town in
eastern Nebraska he would rather talk in
than Syracuse, and the, date here was his
own choice. This is a compliment to every
citlzenof our village, and they should ,
reciprocate by giving him a big vote.*'2
When Bryan was defeated by 'McKinley, the paper announced
thft'•four'years hence our^erces will- fight just as
valiantly for what they believe to be'right."*3 '
McKinley’s assassination submerged political differences
in 1961 and the citizens of Syracuse.were shocked at his
untimely death*

The Pomocrat stated, "No good'can come’

from’anarchy and it should be stamped out.for the safety
of our government.®*4

Services were held at the Opera
IS
house in memory of him la te r in tho month*
Thtou9 hout tho aampaifri of 19&® and tho fm&m following*
htf bt^ilnoa* -*o$olve<S 'little *y$paihy in. southeastax?*

INfahxaaka* ■■■'^xtoono ohowing 'mn of wealth taking advantage
of others regularly appearedin the newspapers*

Wftm the

etook panic of.th# northern p&oi#ip Railroad caee in If91*

u § x z m m U s m & U % * September 27, 1900.

l3Sxm&ma, fia m S E a l.

N ovem ber 8 , 1 9 0 0 .

14SESSSaa ftHWMMft* September 12*. 1901.
15iSSBStiS*

September 26, 1901.

ST

'hm&Mmd' it. by saying it pioohad the wealth

tho

ihst was fighting wealth and a

i

lamb# m m alt# CiUgfct***

'It was natural that an agricultwal. area such m Helmmk*
m uM

lacking aytapathy fox monopolies and M g businaas*

' Tho raactian in Syracuse to the outbreak. of World1Wax -i
was vary Interesting fox Syracuse had a large German popular
tioni its first move ’was to form a Harman relief society to
'help those in. the ■fatharlaiid*■Rationality- was also ampba*
plead by a .GermiiwAMriOaii Volfcsfoat which was hoi# oach
summer during tho early part of the- war before ■tho United '
IS
States baoama involved.
Us nawspapsr accounts■urged ■
American involvement in the war aatcapi in tho following
capacity* *Shall wo m f as .American people still hold forth
1#
our hands with offer# of peace and mediation *■ ♦ * * * *
When mm was declared by the United States the picture
changed-’-bond drives began almost immediately# soldier#
rapidly enlisted# and soon a flag# with a star representing
■ 20
each roan in the service, flew over the team. ’ Full paga

m Mxmsm& B m m &>» **y w* woi,.
^Syracuse Democrat. September 3, iVI4.
*®SSS£m

BesmmS*

August 24, 1916.

' ^Editorial, &XW2A& ftSSESSSS# September *7, i9i4.
■ aeSH#.fiaita fljimU ■tae.ffSiii February 15,X9le.
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advertisement* appeared'in the paper urging, “Win thewar
by preparing th* land*# “Bond* #r# not * burden but a '
bleselng*, and "Lend hia fseidie*/ s' M ad* '***
fttod Cross unit was organised JUn* 13* 1917*

A strong

oiwf'did

d**l of newing:and knitting for th* soldiers.22

s great

Sight

hundred Otoe County boy* -want into the service in World m x X*
2a
out u*:'the*# beanty-eight-died#
' The armistice brought great joy to Syracuse* -'The new*
cam* to -the town «t three in the morning triton the citisens
were asleep* but'they-was* soon awakened by Sehroed*r*s
■■
■ 24
olll whistle* and anvils being hammered by Charles Meeker.
Tha following describes the result of this noisy proclamation!
, . . the street was soon filled with *
happy throng ami everywhere the good new*
radiated from- happy faces** they discussed
the situation* The hem* guard firing squad
' was out end fired volley after volley, whistles
blew and.bells wet*' rung* the band discoursed
patriotic music and the national color* were .
flying to the. brsest*. Everywhere such Joy
was manifested.*49
The -nest year, a large celebration called tho “Syracuse ..

•^Syracuse Journal Pagoccfi*. April 19* 1918*
J M World-Way.. 12A2-1S-A2* Otno County. Kebreske.
Syracuse iKeithley, Wilkin*, Xewrance* and l-‘owl#r» 19197,
no page numbers). -23lbid.
^Recalled in Syracuse, Journal Democrat. November 16* 1923,
2SSvrscu»« Journal Democrat. November 11* 1918*

89
Soldiars and:Sailor'6 Homecoming pay*was held*

fhe ;pro.g*a»

presented to the ''thousande” who attended constated of
servicemen recounting their war experiences, music, and .a
26
Aftsr the- hoys were home little interest mm , ,
ahpwuVla :ths community on. problems; which still confroryfcsd
.the world* • From time to titr#

mmmne would, spook m the ■ ,

&&agtt*/6f..ffetions.*,. hut..no greet support seemed to deVslop.
■Two damsstic Issues which had been facing the nation
throughout.this .■period worst, women** suffrage., and prchihitian*

Although prohibition finally fslabd enough national promi»
nonca to be made an amendment to the Constitution*, the move**
merit actually began throughout -tho. United States- at the
local ■level* .Bod .ftibbon.Clubs.wore..organ|&ed-

Nebraska ■.

to further the. cans# of temperance •end. Syracuse had such an
organization*^ This group must have exerted tom#..influence
on the community for in the.early'10801a & prohibition ordi^
nance :was passed,by th# Board of ■Trustees*

..The o.rdinan^-

became ineffective in 1903, however* when, the'issue m m
brought.to a .popular vote and a majority cast their vote#
afalnst prohibition.

*30

,:iy. 1908* the temperance force's
■-''•‘
is--:

26Syracuse JoupmjL Democrat. August 9, 1919*
* October 29, 1920.
, April 26, 1173.

,‘

• ■ ,■

,Af 1^e<t and S,!f, Sroat, ..IMmijtt C|$X ££& <*£2 SStiQlX

^ (Lincolns Journal Company, 1881), p. IK.
Council Records, i*a
Book
11. e. 391*
***iiti*iiri .w— . *

mmmwMMo'Mmr>n«« ** *WW)iw*‘iiW*iiiii3iH^

. . .
.
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hed or.ce *»re gained th# upper-hand, and in s special elec
tion th# voter# of Syracuse voted "dry". Ordinance seventy*
eight put the; result of. tho eieetioft into lew. • It prohibited
the treating or giving away of any malt, eptrltous, or
vinous liquora within Syracuse, and section seven of tho
ordinance «*• especisily descriptive! ft read!
Xt eheii he unlawful for any person or
persons to congregate together and drink any
aiali, spirit©vs, or vinous liquors, or any
intoxicating liquors whatever, on the street*
or around.'any stable, shad, warehouse, out*
building, outhouse, or by-place whatsoever,
within tho corporate limits of the village of
Syracuse, Otoe County* Kebraafce, for the
purpose of carousel, spreeing, playing card*
or other games, or for revelry, or to do
whet is commonly called: "rushing the growler***
the carrying of aueh liquor* in soils, buckets,
or other vessels to he drank is.the aforementioned
places for the above purpose#*3*
A spool#16 penalty was prescribed by s later ordinance for
thoee found intoxicated,

they were to receive a fine of

ten to fifty dollars or imprisonment from ten to thirty
days.32

8y 1919, when the entire nation was adopting

prohibition, th# Syracuse editor summed up the state of affaire

3*Citv Council Records. Book |ff* **• 1^9*
32Ibid.. p. 339.

9i
in Syracuse when he wrote* “This part of Nebraska is
really dry— whichever way you wish to take it**®®'
The women’s suffrage movement in Syracuse was organized
inJuiy, 1913* when the women met to gain support' for equal
voting rights.34 The Nineteenth Amendment, -which was accepted
by Congress.In June of 1919# but was not formally ratified
by' the'states until. August Of the next year* went into
effect early in Syracuse*

In the primary, election held In

Syracuse-"in April# 1920* out. of 335 votes* .eighty wears, cest.
32#
by women*
Other changes were hecoming evident.in the fields of
travel end coimmieatioru
as early as: ifIt#

Mrplenes became of interest

to add to the "Fourth, of July celebration

that year* a dismantled plane .was brought in by rill*
assembled- in the-bail park* and the pilot gave a deiaonstration
flight around the area#

It was heralded a# a wonderful

attraction* hot probably thought of

mm m

contraption than as a means of travel#

an entertaining

3b

the way in which the news traveled at the death of
President Harding differed a great deal from present news

.

**iy 2s, 1919*
<%A
SX$B£HS£ B bSSSSSIs July H , 1913.
3b
Syracuse Democrat. April 23#'1920.
Bsissssi* July J* w w .

communication.

Dr. D.T. Hill, a local physician, heard

the news on his radio approximately thirty minutes after the
death.

The radio stations made the announcement and then

cancelled their programs and signed off fortheday,

Since

very few residents had radios, the townsfolk were notified
by the telephone.

The town’s flag was flown at half-mast
'3*7
In honor of the deceased President*
, Inl929, when most of the nation was shocked over the
stock-market crash, the Syracuse paper made no comment 0*1
It#: Perhaps the effects of this were not reali&ed at the
time* at least it was quite a period before news on the
economic situation even rated a significant spot In the newt*
paper#

In December of 1929, the paper reported that Hoover*s

prosperity program was going well#

finally, in February,

1930, a small article on the front page told of the governor
of Habraska calling a special session of the legislature to
■
39 '
discuss the state banking situation. ' the first real
effects of the depression hit Syracuse in 1932, when one of the
two banks, the lank Of Syracuse, rnitEe&rsis&eaid*

37§X££® m M w a a l -IWMlBBil* August 10, 1923.
38SX£2£MS£ JOHSagi t».fi£gS» December 6, 1929.
39§XEgStiS£ ilaasail Democrat. February 14* 1930.
40SyracMse flBiaH BSSSHSi* December 23, 1932.

Reaction was shown in th©-election of 1932 when tHe only
Republican to carry a majority in Otoe County was Bwlght
Otiswoid, ■candidate 'far gey#*##*.*! All other national,
state, 'and"'county offices'wet# Democretlc in a traditionally
Republican-county,'■indicating th#'actual "Concern over th#state of -affairs.' The'paper summed up th# presidential
picture by sayingt
Franklin Roosevelt will be th© next
president of the United States. Th#
people of th# land, eager for a change,
amassed for him s margin'in both elec
toral and popular votesthet is far*
far greater then any recorded for many,
years. “
/

,

One of th#' first actions of the-new presidentwas to'declare
• bank holiday,

A letter arrived from Washington to thank

the Syracuse Board of Trustees for their cooperation*, forf

i

' C

■

■(

th# board had passed a resolution giving the measure full
support and had sent a copy to.the president.43
The businessmen also Cooperated by becoming part of the
!

I

Rational Recovery Act,

41i s $ a s m i m m l

Approximately fifty unemployed person

November, 193a.

42lbld.
i .

*

dtS
Letter from Louis Howe, Secretary to th# President,
to the Board'of Trustees, Village Glerk, March 29, 1933.
In the Board of Trustees minutes for the meeting of April
3, 1933.

m

registered to get work under the program of public works.44
School grounds and walks were improved, and the city park was
made more beautiful by the planting of trees and flowers*

Tha

American I,eglon administered the relief f@f the needy and
flour* slothes* and'- other items were distributed.4* -Most of
the 'programs•found' favon -at■least in March,.1934,•a Roosevelt
night was held;at Anderson** pavilion .in. Syracuse for the Otoe
County citizens.

The purpose of the gathering was stated In

the•following invitationj.
All of Otoe County it invited to this meet*
lag which it to b e .a -review of- and a thanks
giving for the great emergency acts and pro
grams of the natifnal leaders in attempting
to bring us out of'one'of the-greatest-per* ,*
iods of economic distress- we have ever known. °
'The road back to economic security was not an easy one
*

•

for the nation* however* and many problems faced each com
munity.

..In Syracuse the newspaper recorded a great increase

in robberies and vandalism during the period.

On Friday*

December 33* 1933, the town was 'especially shocked when the
First National hank was robbed.

Three men* none from Syracuse*

walked into the bank at twenty minutes before noon.47

25

^Jsaasasft Igsarmtl 2 as££Eft&»*«9 « *t is ,

1933,

They

and August

45S&SSSUE£ rteHSMJL 1&BSSSS&* Decent)er, 30, 1932.
46£ m m s & M m m i B s s s s m * »**«* 2, 1934.
47iater identified as Ford Bradshaw-* Clarence Eno, and
Charles Cotner, Sy.rasu.ie £ ® m U isaaSHJs* March 30, 1934.

m

were armed with army automatics and' wore chewing long cigars.
Everyone in the bank was lined up by the well by command
Of the gunmen.

The time lock was on the safe over the noon

hour and thus the bandits were able to escape with only
thirteen hundred dollars,

further'excitement was added'

when two of the bank's employees, Charles Andrews end
Wyatt Lambeth, were taken as hostages*

The men were required

'to ride on the running board' of the bandit's 1933 Chevrolet
48
to the northwest pert of' town to aid in the escape.
. Another .unusual happening around this time was the
burning of a large cross,

the Klu (dux Klan burned the

cross at a nearby farm to signify the organization had
40
obtained one hundred members in and around Syracuse.'
Drouth and heat set new, records and added to the
farmer's problems during 'the depression.

Crops were

destroyed, and a farm relief program was established to
aid the farmer in obtaining feed for his animals and income
for himself.®®' The depression certainly presented problems
to the community which were not easily overcome.

482Z£3£M2£ JfiMSMl gS8&££lt» December 29, 1933,
49im$tiBS iSHEB&i 2£E2££a&* *»**♦ I end September 21, 1934.

mM m m m im m m l Ssiami* June e, 1934.

Rumbling* of World *er XX were already being hoard
In the 1930***

The news of tho death of Germany*• Von

'

lilndexberg woo recognised to bo serious to world affair*.
tho Syracuse paper soldi
Hitler isttedleteiy took charge of Goman
affaire and the world will anxiously await
developments that will vitally concern world
peace, nil Europe la in an uproar that was
only equalled in 1914 and Hindenters*s passing
will not help Bettors any.0*
m u m it finelly c*»e, World War fX brought a noro serious
reaction in Syracuse than tho float World war.

bight after

Pearl Harbor tho fear for Syracuse boys who worn already in
wst
the Pacific area put a different aspect on the war.
Far*
wars wore again urged, to gtoetly increase production and «
war fund drive was held at onto with Syracuse raising 1337.2b
to eld the Bad Cross Relief War Find In Its work.53

Defense

steep and bond drives were hold# rationing end price controls
went into effect, end observances were planned to urge patriot*
tmm
o
mfliom
8y this time radio end out-of-town newspapers wore dole
to carry a wore ceaplete story of the war and. therefore, the
weekly accounts in the Syracuse paper were brief,

then

victory in Europe was attained:.>the activity was quite subdued

SlSQ£B£MS!

I BfflS2£££i. Ae«»*t 3#, I Wd i
B s a s m x * »e*s«be* 12. iwx.
J w m l 2iaasu&# January a. 1942.

Sdjyracuse Journal Peeocrst, October 27, 1942.
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< When

gygi

with church observances being the major concern,

final victory came over the Japanese, the reaction in
Syracuse wee described eei
- After the first buret .of whistle tooting
end'boil ringing which began as soon as
President Truman’s announcement had been
flashed to the world, the village resumed
its normal life.0®
'Possibly the writer of this description summarised well 'the'
community as it reflected ell national events.

Its history

displayed the beginning of movements which began throughout
America at the local level, and changed in earaaunication
were shown.

The importance of polities;in Syracuse has

seemingly decreased since the days when not only national
parties were well organised, but local parties were else.
functioning in the town.

The compliance with national

programs, and the hardships war, drouth, and depression
brought were significant, but despite these things the major
impression of Syracuse is of a people who have always returned
to their normal pursuit of life after being caught up in
national crisis.

This continuity and consistency possibly

conveys more belief In the future of the nation and in democ
racy than can be realised.

65S b s s m s s .jbaml BsaassaS. «»y u #

1945.

S m & M S S Jsatssai &ssa££a&. August 17, 19*5.
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CHAPTER V «

’SYRACUSE AT THE PRESENT TIME
'

^

‘

The townof Syracuse hae not changed basically In recent
years.

Its population, according to the 195© census, was

1,09?.*

Its main interest has remained that of an agricul*

ttorsi.community serving the.six hundred farm families living
in the vicinity.®

the changes most evident in Syracuse in

the last twenty years have been the improvements which have
altered its physical appearance and made it a most attractive
rural community.
On the spot where the old brick schoolhouse, constructed
*
1
.in 1890,' was located, a whits concrete building of modem
design stands today,
' *

the history of the present building
t

■

gees back to 1930, when the need for new school facilities
became evident, and additional ground was purchased os the
first step in the process of obtaining a new school.

The

bond issue put before the voters in 1938, however, was defeated
and it was not until WPA assistance was available that the
issue was again voted upon.

By this time, 19*0, an archi

tect, Bruce Hasan of tincoln, had been employed and drawings
'eSswaewweiwwiMeiMwewwwMwewmmaw
*
of the Census, CflgMft M J a s a U L f M M . tttfe M « M I
1 (Washington! government Printing office, 1952), p. 84*11.
.. . %lflp8i, M ih« issst a i laialaai# school ©istrict 2?,
3Qf JL940*
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were made as to the type of building desired. ■ When the voters
marked' their ballots for a forty-eight thousand dollar'hood
Issue In January. 1941. 394 votes were cast in favor of it
and 175 against.

With this local appropriation available,

Mrs. Hazen wrote the State Administrator of.the

wpa,

the followings

D.F. Felton,
. •■.

School District Ho* 27, Syracuse, Nebraska, .
herewith requests the allotment of $82,3$at for
the construction of a now architectural concrete
school building and the demolition of the present
building, which Is fifty-eight years old . , .
the present building IS inadequate for.the needs
of the community. At present three grades are
housed in a frame building to the west end
the'toilets and boiler house are.In a separate
building to the rear of the present building.
The auditorium of the proposed building will
serve as a meeting place for community gatherings
as well as school functions. There ere.no such
facilities in the town at present . . .**
The WPA accepted the project in March of 1941, and began
construction.

Another bond issue for fifteen thousand dollars

was passed on March 16. 1943, to enable completion of the
building when the WPA allotment was not completely fulfilled.
During.the time of construction, school was'held in
the community hall, the library basement, end.the school annex.
The inconvenience to the pupils was well compensated for by
the enjoyment the new school brought the community.

27.

After

Letter in the files of the Board of Trustees, District
■ '

m

noving Into tho now school» an extended athletic program <wa«
authorised and manual training was introduced,

A.home nursing

course in adult education and' a heme economics unit.were
4
instituted.
'today the building houses kindergarten through twelfth
grade with an approximate enrollment of 350 students.

The

high school is accredited by the state and rated as a Class 8
school on the basis .of the number of pupils.

The curriculum

offers three broad areas of study— the general course,, the
college'preparatory course,, and the commercial course,.
Syracuse has received many honors in music end athletics in
recent years at district and state contests.

The aehoelhouae

standing In the. center of the .village is perhaps the moat
cohesive force in the life of the community.
.New church steeples have also changed the town1#
appearance, ''The Luther Memorial congregation constructed
a beautiful church, in 1954, which is today the largest, church'
in Syracuse*.

The Methodist, end Catholic 'Churches are today

(1958) both Involved In ambitious building projects,

in 1955,

the five churches in the community reported a combined meMber»
ship of seventeen-hundred persons while the population of
the town was at the most not over twelve-hundred.

'This' la

atees. District 27, June 10,
1946,
’Lincoln Sunday Journal and Star. May 1, 1995,

an indication of the important *©1* played by tho church In
Syracuse.
Another now building of much significance to the town
it the ono which houses tho Ceiwuniiy Manorial Mespifal.
Tho twenty-bod, S260,Q$0 building woo completed tn January
o f 199Z, ■Forty-ssvsn pox «ont of tho coot woo financed by
local e«i>#ctipiieis, and the root can# through a federal
government great*

la the hospital are excellent facilities

for complete diagnostic and clinical cervices auch as x-ray
therapy and tho latest in operating facilities and nursing
cars*

Xt la managed by tho Lutheran Hospital arid Monas

Society and has an annual patient load of around 450 patient*
6
who are drawn fro® the surrounding area.
The appearance o f the buaines* and residential section*
ha* changed considerably during the last few year*.

Many

expensive hone* have been constructed and new store-front*
have modernised main street.

Two new buildings -in"the busi

ness district which are evidences of an Important activity
in the town ere the office building end the warehouse of
the Rural Electrification Administration, The establishment
of the Eastern Nebraska Public Power District, on* of the
first rural electricity groups in the country, in Syracuse*

culminated'the; ■important# of the:town- as an agricultural "
center. .It, began providing power-in Kay, 1M W , and- today
■it -serve*, approximately, ninety-three- per ccent---e# the rural
■m
.populetioii-In ®mm emint-le#*-.
$y*aeti#e- hm

to -thcr point -of -kmih% *r si&iil
I privat* p%me&* mA'

oir#i#i4 «#«% of tl*# to*n for

,

fli.# town lias also looked forward to the complete
tlon of ©tat© highways two and fifty which serve not only
•.*

-

'*

as.highway* to larger cities, hut as roads to carry the
■farm trade- Into Syracuse,
Another addition to the town ha* been sixty-four block*
of street paving since 19S0, making- a total of- elghty-flve
block# of paving within the city limit#.
Although the number of people living in Syracuse ha* not
increased a greet deal in recent years, the citirens have
continually shewn their interest In the community.

.A* the

University of Nebraska Community Project Committee ha* stated*
While Syracuse is rather typical of the
agricultural town* that dot the eastern section
Nebraska' and western' Iowa, the level of
economic activity here is considerably higher
than in town* of'It#, general classification.®
Syracuse hat grown to be a very well-to-do farm community.
It# attractive modem building* are not- Indicative of the
•ire of it# population.

Syracuse and its people are looking

ahead.

M &

S a s M M ss& M ia a a e ls s t •*« « *

®I&£ M t m M fiBWwttat fiftttttaaLincolni
tottttt* Jfeft ftffltofla
roska*

0
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CHAPTER VIII
THE SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
I ‘ ■
The pioneer# who moved .into- the territory of •Metareefc*
ih the latter half of the nineteenth century founded many com**
munttiee*

The area most accessible to them was that along

the Missouri Hi year and thus the towns of Bellevue, Omaha,
and Nebraska-City quickly sprang up*

A little farther

inland from.the Missouri, Other communities developed, and
one of these1
,in'southeastern Nebraska was Syracuse*

On

the gently rolling hills and fertile soil of Otoe county
it came into being on a section of land set aside primarily
for school purposes.

With the opening of. the Nebraska €ity«*

Fort Kearnsy Cutoff or Overland Trail, this area became
more aeeessafcl* ami soon additipnai'':settlera Joined the few
already residing in the general-.area. ,Several of-the
settlers moved a house which had been donated to section
sixteen to serve, as a school.

Land laws at-the time .generously

permitted settlement on the school section, but little
settlement occurred until the land was purchased by James
Thorn,

lie in turn was instrumental in influencing the

Midland Pacific Railroad to construct its new line through
the section by giving the company sufficient lend to #o so.

im

•The result m m the eeiiblisbmenVlh AS?l,ef s' tewi* ■aroupd
the railroad and the school# "If:was given a name which
•tied been attached to several' locations in■ih#;srss^ttisf
la; 'Syracuse;

■/

'■■

The railroad brought settlors, shipping, and great .
activity* -llirsary Mill, on'the did frail, lost its sig*>
nificance and toon its business houses were moved to
Syracuse#

the town was incorporated under the laws of the

state in 18Tb#

The settlers who came fa the town brought

churches, social organizations, and additional schools to
the prairie community, and dm to its advantageous location
it appeared Syracuse had the prospect of limitless growth.
Times were to change, however, and the importance of
Syracuse as a railroad center diminished.*

Unlike some

communities in similar circumstances, the town of Syracuse
did not die#

Instead if recognized its true reason for

existence— the soil on which it had been founded and the
agricultural potential of it.
As the years passed, more m d more agricultural programs
for Otoe County m m

centered in Syracuse, and although it

was not the county-*seat, it# activity end. appearance gave
that impression.
A history of a town has little significance to anyone
except its residents unless it .may be used as a.representative

103
history of an area.

Syracuse has become such a representative

for southeastern Nebraska* and as a small agricultural town
it has testified to', the struggles and successes necessarily
endured to become an established community on the Nebraska
prairie*..’'
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